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NOTICE
The first edition of " How to observe Harmony "

was published in September 1861. It was the
result of original investigation in the compositions
of Handel, Haydn, and Mendelssohn. Of course it

did not show anything new in Harmony, but it

showed the necessity of exhibiting the well known
habits of good composers under a new light, by
means of a new Theory, and with anew nomencla-
ture. The educational facUities which it offered for

the studying of Harmony were eagerly seized by
our Tonic Sol-fa friends. Within 10 years 800
students had wrought through the exercises, more
than half of whom had obtained Honourable
Mention in the Reporter, for the accuracy of their
work. Even students who had not cared for our
instructions in Singing and the use of instruments,
were attracted to our method by the Harmony
Courses. In one institution alone (the Andersonian
University, G-lasgow) about 293 students have, in
four years, worked the exercises in both notations.

They use both notations because, while the Sol-fa

notation shows the nature and relation of the chords
better, the staff notation in sbort score, displays

more clearly, to those accustomed to it, the distribu-

tion and the relative motion of the parts.

Thiapraoticeof HarmonyAnalysiSjledmanypupils
(without my intending it) to attempt Elementary
Composition. It seemed of no avail to show them
the difference between analysing a picture, and
painting one, between copying an architectural plan,

and designing one. I was obliged to try and guide
this new ambition, guarding it from at least gross
errors. This led to my publishing the " Construc-
tion Exercises " which form part of my " Common-
places of Music." Since the early chapters of

these were published in a preliminary form (A.D.

1867,) 388 students have entered the course, and 135
of them have obtained Honourable Mention. These
studies have again created a demand for a very
much improvedsystem of Observation and Analysis.

Students feel that if they had observed more fully,

and especially if they had observed the chains of

progression, andthe relations of phrase and cadence,

as well as the chords, they would have been saved
from many blunders in their early attempts at

Elementary Composition. All this knowledge

which young composers desire is exactly that which
will be of use to the intelligent singer. It will
enable him to sing more correctly, more confidently,
and with a, mudi greater fulness of enjoyment.

These incidents and reflections have led me to the
present work, in which I have been very greatly
assisted by those friends who are constantly enga-
ged in correcting exercises. Our experience has
suggested the importance of dividing the Analysis
Course into two parts. It is easy to see in the case

of many students, before they are half through the
exercises, that they will get confusion of thought,
instead of knowledge, by going on to the end. It

is better that they should go back again, and culti-

vate accuracy of observation and attention by means
of new exercises on those first principles which
they have failed to apprehend.

The first eight steps, including the main princi-

ples of Harmony, form the "Pass stage." The
remaining steps are called the " Honourable Men-
tion stage." In our CoUege Courses, every student
who reaches the end of the " Pass Staie," without
showing proofs of sufficient care and correctness, is

required to gothrough the wholeor anappointedpart
of the " Pass Stage " again, with a different set of

exercises. "When he can do this satisfactorily, he
is allowed to " pass " to the next stage. Honour-
able Mention is given in the Tonic Sol-fa Seporter,

at the end of the course, tothose who have obtained

a certain proportion of the highest possible number
of marks. These Courses are carried on through the
post. The dates at which exercises should be sent to

the Secretaryare given inthe Calendarof the College,
and fuller particulars appear from time to time in

the Tonic Sol-fa Reporter. Teachers who have
themselves obtained Honourable Mention can send
up certain testing exercises of their pupils at the
close,fortheHonourableMentionexamination. The
Secretary of the Tonic Sol-fa College, 27, Finsbury
Square, E.C., is always ready to give information.

My thanks are due to B. St. J. B. Joule, Esq., to
Edwin Monk, Esq., and to Messrs. NoveUo, Ewer,
& Co., for permission to use their chants and tunes.

I trust that this new work will help yet furthei
to popularise the delightful study of Harmony.
November, 1872. . JOHN CUEWEN.



PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

Mr. Guswen had for some time meditated

an improved edition of "How to Observe

Harmony," but illness and death prevented

the aooomplishment of his wish. The revision

has, therefore, fallen upon myself, with the

able assistance of Mr. Geo. Oakey, Mus.Bac.

Valuable hints have also been received from

Mr. Eobert Griffiths, based on his experience

of the use of the book in the examinations

of the Tonic Sol-fa College ; and from Mr.

W. Litster, of Aberdeen.

In several respects the revised edition is

made more handy and clear. An alphabetical

index has been added, as well as a page

giving "Leading Definitions" and " Eules

for Writing Analysis," aU of which will save

the time of the student, and help him to be

accurate.

An Appendix of difficult cases of analysis

from leading composers has been added. The

of ^each quotation is given and

discussed. These examples will anticipate

many of the difficulties to be met with in

the analysis of modem music.

Two slight alterations in the method of

analysis have been made. First, part-pulse

iorestrokes are now to be numbered as well

as fuU-pulse. Second, fuU-pulse afterstrokes

are no longer to be numbered. Small letters

are used instead of capitals for the signs of

all the incidentals.

The text has been revised throughout, and

sentences which caused confusion have been

made more clear. The distinction between

2nds and 9ths has been more accurately

drawn. The course of exercises has also

been to some extent shortened and sim-

plified.

April, 1881. J. S. C.
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LEADING DEFINITIONS.

1, Consonant chords.—A root with its third and fifth

iP- 2).

2. Major and Minor cJiords.—Those in which the thiid
nearest the root is respectively major and minor (pp. 2
and 23).

S. Bonding of chords,—The uniting of adjacent chorda
ty a tone common to both (p. 4).

4. Dissonance.—Two tones next each other in the scale

Bounding- together.
5. Discord.—A. chord with one or more fore^^ notes

added to it becoming an inte^al part of the combination.
6. Oadence.—^The two closmg <£ords of a musical division

or section (p. 8 and 13).

7. Constituents of chords,—The root, third, and flfth of a
consonant chord; and in addition the 7th, 9th, &c., of a
discord.

8. J)iat7ibution of chorda.—^The arrangement of the con-
stituents as to distance &om each other.

9. Position of chord.—A. statement as to which constituent
is in the bass (p. 8).

10. Similar Tiiotion,—^Two or more parts moving paxaXLel
to each other.

11. Contrary^ motion.—Two or more parts moving in
opposite direction.

12. Oblique motion.—^A part repeating a note, while
another part or parte move from or towards it.

13. Weak-pulee cadence.^The final bass note beii^ on a
strong pulse, while one or more upper parts are not com-
pleted imtil the weaker part of the measure.

14. Sequence.—^A repetition at a different part of the scale
of a passage of melody or harmony.

15. Bye Tone.—A new note or notes of a chord restmck on
the after part of a pulse while the remaining notes of the
chord remain undivided (p. 39.}

16. Ornamental tones.—Bye-tones (p. 39) and consonant
passing-tones (p. 40).

17. InddentaU.—Tones foreign to a chord, wh@ther struck
on the first ov second part of a pulse,'or on a strong or a
weak pulse.

18. Forest^oke.-A dissonant or foreign tone struck on a
strong pulse, or on the first part of a pulse.

19. Afteratrohe.—A dissonant or foreign tone struck on a
weak pulse, or the second part of a pulse.

20. Constitution of chord.—A statement as to which con-
stituents are doubled or omitted (p. 43).

21. Crowning of chord.—A statement as to which con-
stituent is in the highest part (p. 46).

22. TraTisiiion.—Passing to a new key.
23. Modulation.—^Passing to a new mode—^major to minor,

or vice versa.

24. Transitional Modulation,—^Passing at once to a new
key and a new mode.

25. Caden^ Transition (with or without modulation).

—

Change in approaching a cadence, not extending backwards
beyond the fourth-last chord,

26. JExtended ^i-ansiOon.—ijhasige of key eztending'back-
wards beyond tiie fourth-last chord of a cadence, or for-
wards into another section, or including a whole section, or
more than four chords in any part of a section.

27. Passing 2Va7i«(ton.—Short change of key in the
beginning or middle of a section.

28. Seconds and iVtniAs,—^In the primary form (p. 5}
discords of this dass are called Seconds; in the secon-
dary and tertiary forms they are called xTinths. whether
resolved upwai-d or downward. See pp. 101 and 102.

RULES FOR WRITING ANALYSIS.
fFor additional rules see p. llO.y

1. The letters which represent chords to be In capitals—

D, S, &c.

2. Positions of chords to be marked by a small letter, as

D&, Sc, &c. The a position is taken for granted unless any
other position is marked.

3. The forms of printed characters to be used in writing,

rather than current nand.

4. The duration of each chord to be expressed by the

ordinary Tonic Sol-fa time marks.

6. When a chord is struck several times in a measure it

need not be renamed so long as the baas remains unaltered.

The chord should, however, be renamed on the first pulse

of each measure, unless the bass is a continued note,

6. All discords (see definition 5), to have the root-dis-

tance numberof the dissonance placed at tiie upper left hand
comer of the chord name. Vor example : 7S, 7B., ^B.

7. Incidentals, such as bye-tones,passing-tones, &c., to be
marked in small letters undemealh the chord name. For
example : D 8.

2 bye p
8. Two or more incidentals occurring in the D

same pulse in different parts, to be placed one o
under the other. For example : p

9. Two or more incidentals following one another in the
same part to be marked Hide by side, with the sign '* &"
between. For example : D

o <!bp
10. Consonant passing^tones (p. 40] to be distinguished

from ordinary passiz^-toues (p. CT) by tiie letter c. Thus—
c,p.

il. Continuous passing-tones (p. 72) to be distinguished

by the letters en. Thus—cn.^.

12. Afterstrokes, whether full or part-pulse, to be
marked merely by a small letter under the chord name.
SeeAppendix,lls.237and249. [N.B.—^But afterstrokesmust
be dlstii^pinshed from discords. See definition 5, and rule 6.

Compare il. 249, pulses 2 and 4 with il. 196, pulses 2, 4, & 6.1

13. Forestrokes, whether full or paxt-pulse, to be marked
by a small letter, as A, o, uo, wf, or u. See ils. 119-123 and
165-171. The root-distance number to be given in all cases.
[Part-pulse forestrokes are numbered as well as fuU-pulse.]

14. Forestrokes, whether full or part pulse, occurring in
the bass to be marked by the position-letters d or e, and the
consonant chord on which they resolve renamed. See
Appendix, ils. 241 and 246.

16. Crowning of chords marked by a small figure in the
upper r^ht-hand comer of the chord name. Thus—D*.

16. Constitution of chords marked by » small figure
following the chord name. Thus—1)65.

17. 3ii Cadence and Passin? Transition, however short,
the chords to be always named in the real key. The chords
in the new key to be enclosed in parentheses. Bee il. 92
and Appendix, ils. 252 and 265.

18. Li Flxtended Transition a bridge-chord to be used,
the chords being at once named in the real key. A bridge-
chord (p. 48) to oe used for the return. I^o parentheses to
be used in this case. See Appendix, ils. 262 and 266.

19. In all pieces, whether in the major or minor modes,
whidh contain modulation, the chords of the minor mode
passage or passages to be underlined.

20. In a piece strictly in the.minor mode throughout, th9
chords need not be underlined.
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THE riEST STEP.

1. Harmony and Melody.—Harmony consists of
musical tones heard simultaneously, and Melody con-
sists of musical tones heard eonseeutively. But
harmony and melody are so closely related to each
other, that in listening to a harmonized tune we
can scarcely hear the one without observing the
other. If we try to concentrate our attention on
the tones which are struck together on any beat or
pulse of the tune we find it difficult to do so with-
out haying also in mind and memory the melodic
progression belonging to each tone. Hence, it has
been said, that even in harmony every tone should
give an account of itself, and say whence it comes
and whither it goes.

2. The Kormal major consonant chord.—Listen
to illustration l.f *

II. 1, KEY F.

s

n
d

How many tones did you hear ? perhaps you did

not notice all the tones. Let us sing them consecu-

tively beginning at the lowest d, m, s. « Listen to

them again simultaneously. How many did you
hear. " I heard three." How did they sound
together, well or ill ? * Three tones thus sounding
pleasantly together are called a " consonant chord"
in its normal position. Let us analyse this chord
turning to the modulator. What is the interval

d mp "A third." What is the interval m
s f "A third." Is there no difference between
these two thirds ? " One is major the other minor."

St. Co. p. 46. Now be careful to notice and
remember, which is the lower of the two thirds in

this case? "The major third is at the bottom."

Listen to il. 2. *

II. 2. KEY F.

Un :-
?ld :- i 3E

Doesthis major third please you? « ListentoU.3.

t These illustrations must be sung b^ select voices, while the class listens with closed books. The parts should all be
sungr to one syllable, for the sake of fafnlitatine comparison. The open syllable laa, with its rich quality of sound will do
well, but the syllable loo with its purer and dullei quality, will be more distinct. Tor the same reasons the select voices
should all be of similar quality and simil^ar degree of lou(Uiess ; not one wiry the other soft, one strong the other weak. No
one who has not tried it, can realise the difficulty of getting not only an equal balance of parts, but also a perfect tuning of
the voices one with another. It is not fair to expect the pupils to copy by ear unless the teacher takes great pains in these
respects. The teachers hand must guide the singers pulais by pulse,—-so that the " attack" of each chord may be unani-
mous. This mark • indicates a pause while something is done. The Pianoforte or Harmonium may be used for these
illustrations, but it is better to employ well selected voices.

Soui to Observe Sarmony.



2. 3, 4.t FIRST STEP. B, 6, 74

il. 3. KEY r.

(Is :-
(In :—

Does this minor third pleaae ? • Both the thirds

please well. When your ears ai'e a little cultivated

you will distinguish between the two and will Hfce

the major third better. Chords with the major third

below are called major chords. But does not this

chord contain another iaterval ? " Yes, a fifth

—

d to s." Now listen to il. 4, and tell me the effect

of the, perfect fifth. *

II. 4. KEY F,

15 ;=il; ^i

0. Summary.—Thirds are the source of sweetness
in harmony, the major third being sweeter than the
minor. Fifths are the source of strength. Two
thirds, one directly over the other, form a conson-
ant chord in its normal position. Consonant chords
combine sweetness and strength. The lowest tone
of a chord in its normal position is called its root

;

the other tones are its third and its fifth. Chords
which have the major third at the bottom are called
major chords. There are only three such in the
common scale, D, F, S.

3. Distribution of Chords. — Listen to il. 5.

How does the second chord differ from the first. •

II. 5. KEY BI7.

" It is not so rich as the thirds ; it is harder ; it is

stronger. Its two tones agree well." Then, we
have in the major consonant chord, in its normal
position, two sweet intervals,—the thirds, and one
ttrong, binding iaterval—the perfect iifth.

a. The Root, Third and Fifth.—^When a chord stands

in this close normal position (two thirds one over the

other) the lowest of its tones is called its Eoot, the

middle tone its Third, and the highest its Fifth.

Jj. The Three Major Consonant Chords.—Let us now
ionquire, referring to the modulator, whether there

are any other chords, in the common scale which
are of the same structure. "We have already

•studied the chord of which d is the root; now
taking r for a root, could we raise the same kind of

chord upon it ? * You notice that r f 1 form a con-

sonant chord in its normal -position, <but its , maj:or

'third is not below ; and therefore it is not a major
•ehord. Taking m for a root what observation do
you make? "The same as on the chord r."

Taking 1 for a root what kind of chord is raised

upon it P "A major consonant chord like that on
d." Taking s for a root what kind of chord P

"The same as those on d and i." Taking 1

for a root what kind of chord P " The same as that

on r." Tdking t foi a, root what kind of chord P

" One different from all the others ; it has two

minor thirds." We shall at present attend only to

the major consonant chords. Which are they P

"DoH, FAH, soH." Chords are named by their roots,

and in the Tonic Sol-fa method their names are

always written in capital letters,—D, F, S. They
'

are thus distinguished from the tones, the names of

which are printed in smeJl letters.

iThe pnragxaphs on left hand page.

S|



THE MAJOR CHORDS. OaOICD BELATIOX. MENTAL EFFECTS.

5. Chord Belation.—Look at il. 7.

II. 7. KEY D. G.O.

n



8, 9, 10. SECOND STEP. 11.

THE THKEB

PRINCIPAL CHOEDS
OF A

MAJOR KEY.

S' s'

f
m'

d'—d'

is greatly enhanced when the root is in the lotrest

port and vhen it is doubled. D is the chord of

rest, S of motion, and F of seriousness. These
chords are closely related physically by their fifths,

and also by virtue of our mental associations.

8. The Bonding of

Chords.—As the percep-
tions of harmony and
melody— the stroke of

the chords, and the flow

of the parts—^are blend-
ed together in the mind,
it is necessary to observe

how the chords flow into

one another, or overlap.

A succession of chords
has been compared to a

brick wall, in which the

bricks can neither be
placed in horizontal
layers without regard
to their bearing on the

bricks beneath, nor in

perpendicular piles with-

out any bond-io the bricks

on either side. Observe
U. 7. At the change of

chord in the second mea-
sure the tone s overlaps,

and may be said to form
a Bond. The same tone

overlaps in the change
of chord between the se-

cond and third measures.

What is the Bond in the
other changes of chord
in this il. F * In il. 8, is

there any Bond at the
first change of chord.''

" No, not of the same
kind." And yet the s

is again repeated though
not in the same part.

m

d d

S, SI

F D

a. Direct, Indirect, and Impliei,—When a tone com-
mon to the two chords is repeated in the same part

we will call it a Direct Bond ; when it is repeated

but not in the same part, an Indirect Bond. What
kind of Bond occurs in the change of chord be-
tween the second and third measures of il. 8 F •

Again, what kind of Bond is there in the change of

chord between the fifth and sixth measures of this

il., and what is the tone which forms the Bond p *
Is there any Bond between the two chords in the
sixth measure ? " No there is no Bond of any
kind." Yes, but these two chords are both very
strongly bonded to the Tonic. One (S) takes its

root from the fifth of the Tonic, the other (F) taked
its fifth from the root of the Tonic. We may with
Prof. Helmholtz regard this as an Implied Bond be-
tween S and F. Another form of Implied Bond is

seen between the chords S and D when the fifth is

omitted (though implied) in the latter chord.

b. Summary. — Adjacent chords are commonly
bonded together, by having one tone which is

common to both. When this tone occurs in the
same "part" in both chords the Bond is Direct;
when in different " parts " it is Indirect. S and F
have no Direct or Indirect Bond. But the very
strong relations which both have to D form an Im-
plied Bond between them.

9. Progression of S.— Apart from the physical
Bonds above referred to, the menial effects of par-
ticular tones help to estabUsh a strong relationship
of chords. Thus, in the chord S, the strong
piercing effect of t, as the leading tone to d',

confines the onward-movement, or Progression of
S to one channel. It is obliged to go to D. Two
other chords sometimes receive it, but chiefly this.

Observe that this fiowing of one chord into an-
other is managed as smoothly as possible. In ils.

7, 8, where S progresses to D, what tones does the
tone s go to ? " To d or s." What does t go to ?
" To d." What does r go to ? " To m." This is

the commonest and smoothest progression of S to
D ; it requires the least motion of the parts.

•»• For additional illustrations to this Step see " Chord-Namiag Examples," Farts A and B, Exa. 1 to 3, at end of book.

THE SECOND STEP.

Second. Listen to il. 9, and tell me the effect on
mind and ear of the two tones striking together. •

II. 9. KEY G.

d :- Ir :- Id :-ll

d .- d :- d :-
1|

10. Sissananoe.—What intervals have we called

the source of sweetness in harmony ? (par. 2 above)
« What interval have we called the source of

strength ? « Now I wish you to notice another in-

terval,—that which is heard when two tones stand

next to one another in the scale, it is called a

Sow to Observe Sarmony,



THE BONDDfO OF OIIORSS. THE PMNOIPLBS OF DISSONANCE.

" It is harsh. There is something like a beating."
Ses, it is a_ dissonant effect, and the continuity of
the tone is interrupted, so as to produce a sense of
"heating." Listen again to U. 10, and tell me
what is the effect of these two tones striking
together. •

il^

II. 10. KEY G.
*

Id

It,

Yes, the effect is harsher still. It is a remarkahle
fact, which we need not test here, that when the
distance between two adjacent tones is much lest
than a little step. Or much more than a full step,
the beating becomes less disagreeable. The singers
of these illustrations will observe, that, in both
cases, the lower of the two tones is the more
difficult to hold, probably because its •» ibrations
are less frequent. The tone which stands the lower
of the two when they are placed close together
(that is as a second, not a ninth or sixteenth,
and not a seventh or fourteenth) we call tiie

Disspnating tone, and that which stands the higher
the Eesisting tone. This beating of two tones
close together we call a Primary Dissonance.

&.Frimary, Secondary, and Tertiary.—But listen to
the same tones when one of them has been moved
an octave, and tell mo what is the difference.

il. 11. •

II. 11. KEY D.

i
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12, 13. SECOITD STEP. 14, IS, 16.

a smooth flow of the parts. Sometimes the two
ohjeots are comhined. But all harshness in music
must ueoeasarily have an apology for its admission,
and the greater the harshness the stronger must be
the apology. According to the saying of Mr.
G«orge Hogarth, "the ear rememhers and expects"—^remembers whence the tone came, and expects,

whither it is going. On this melodic habit of mind
and ear is founded the apologies for dissonances.

h, Sesolution.—The strongest apology is that the
dissonating tone is going downwards to a consonance
on the tone below, and this is called its Eesoltition.

Listen again to the second parts of ils. 12 and 13
and notice the effect of Eesolution.* The cases are
very rare in which even a Tertiary dissonance is

unresolved, and nearly all the resolutions are down-
ward. When the dissonance is introduced for the
sake of its own effect it is still obligedto.make this

apology for itself.

c- Preparation.—The next apology is, that the dis>-

Bonating tone is simply the repetition or overlapping
of one which has just been heard as a consonance
in the previous chord. This is called a Preparation.

Another apology is that the dissonance is moving
stepwise-fTom the tone above it in the scale to that
which is below it. This we csHlOHigue preparation,
as distinguished from the preparation just named,,
which may be called Sorizontai. Listen again to tte
second parts of ils. 12 and 13, and say which of the
preparations was Horizontal, and which Oblique. •

d. Summary.—The resolution of a dissonating tone,
is its descending to the tone below, and so satis-

fying the ear that it was only forcing its way into
consonance. The preparation of a dissonating tone
is its coming smoothly out of the previous diord,
either horiiontally as a continuance of the last tone
or obliquely from the tone next above it.

12. f against s.—The commonest of all disson-
ances is that of f against 8. Its frequent occurrence
may be ascribed to the fact that these two tones
stand at the " dividing place of the scale," just
where it has a tendency to fly off into the first.sharp
key,—the s becoming d of th« new key, and the f

gives place to fe or t of the new key. This being
the case the strong assertion of f in spite of dis-

sonance, becomes an assertion of the key, a thing
always desired in modem music.

a,. Secondary.—This dissonance is most frequently

a secondary one, and it commonly occurs on the

Bow to Observe Harmonv.

weak pulse. Its resolution, by a descending little

step is very smooth and pleasant. It generally hap
an oblique preparation. Listen to il. 14. •

II. 14. KEY Bb. G.O.

5s:fn:dr:fn:-|n:s|f:n|f:r|n.
c |si:si|d:d{ti:si|d :-{di:nil si:-d| S|:si{d{:-|

Listen again and tell me the degree of dissonance,
(Primary, Secondary, or Tertiary) the sort of pulse
(strong or weak) the resolution and the preparation,
in the first case of this dissonance. * Do the same
with the second case—the same with the third

—

the same with the fourth. * The dissonance is often
unprepared, as in the second and fourth cases,
especially when it is one of the secondary or tertiary
degree. The resolution is commonly interritpted
when the same chord is repeated, asinthefourth case.
Which is the smoothest of these cases— which
the next in smoothness—which the harshest? *

b. Primary.—Listen to il. IS, in which all the dis-
sonances take the uncommon primary form. »

il

II. 15. KEY C.
• *

s :s |d':n'| s :t Id':-

s :f n :s f :r n :-

G.O.

W':l|s :di|t:s|di:-

|d :f If :n|r:f n ;-

Describe the degree, the sort of pulse, the resolu-
tion and the preparation in each of the four eases. •
Which of these is the smoothest—which the next
in smoothness—which the harsJiest ? *

0. Summary.—Tho commonest dissonance is that of
f against s. It has the advantages of decidiiig the
key, of striking against a strong resisting tone,
and of resolving very smoothly. Its most common
use is as a secondary dissonance, on the weak pulse
and with oblique preparation.

13. Seven-Soh.—Listen to il. 16, and tell me
what is the third chord. •
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8 17, 18. THIBD STEP. 19, 20.

scale ? " Five." Yes, aad sub-dominant, F, con-
tains the other two, so that when these chords are
used in succession F, S, D. the whole scale is mar-
shalled before the ear,—the tones d and s the Tonic
and Dominant being necessarily strengthened and
repeated. What chord then will best precede the
S in a cadence, with the view of completing the
scale and contrasting the effect F "F." Listen to

the last cadence of il. 7. • Of what chords was it

formed? "StoD." Listen to the last cadence of

il. 8 and compare it with il. 7. Which was the
more complete and restful? "II. 8." What
made it so ? " The P preceding the S." Listen to
the last cadence of il. 16, and tell me whether it is

more or less perfect and conclusive than that of il.

8. "More." What made the difference ? "The
'S." The word cadence is not necessarily confined
to the final close of a piece of music. It is used to

represent the close of a musical lin6, which may
require a more or less decisive cadence.

a. Perfect and Semi-perfect.—^All the closes hitherto
used are different forms of what we call the D cad-
ence. This cadence is called perfect when d itself

is in the bass. It is entirely so when d is also in

the air. But sometimes m or s may be in the

highest part. Listen to the first cadences of ils. 8,

and 16, and tell me whether they are as entirely

conclusive as the closing cadences. * Cadences of

this kind we may call semi-perfect* Properly the

word cadence refers only to the two closing chords,

but as you have already observed the Approach to a

cadence is almost necessarily regarded as part of

the cadence itseU.

b. Summary.—A movement of chords which the ear

accepts as giving a sense of completeness to the

close of a musical line,' or of a piece of music, is

called a cadence. The principal cadence is that

made by the movement of the Dominant Chord
into the Tonic which, in the major mode, is S or 'S

going to D. It is called the D cadence, or the
Tonic cadence of the major mode. This cadence is

more impressive when approached by F, and is more
decisive when 'S is used instead of S. It is called
Perfect when d is in the Bass and air, and Semi-
perfect* when d is in the Bass, but m or s is in the
air.

• or " open."

THE THIRD STEP.

tastes and form his habits, we shall observe and
appreciate music more easily.

18. Tie. Listen to il. 17, and tell me what the
second chord is.

II.

s



THE INVERTED POSITIONS Dc, D5, F4. CONTRARY MOTION,

" It is D with its fifth, s, in the Bass, or Dc."
Liisten agaia and tail me the chord on the first piilse

of the sixth measure. " The same." If we wished
to avoid Dc in these cases we should change the

Bass tones into d. Listen to the first and second
chords of il. 17,laad slowly using Da on the second

chord. » The second chord was of course as smooth
and sweet as the first. Now listen to the same
u.sing Dc on the second chord. * Was it as sweet

and smooth in the chording as before ? " No, there

was a tartness in it." Try the same experiment
with the last chord of the fifth measure and the

first chord of the sixth. •
.
If there is this slight

degree of harshness in Dc why is it used f Before

we try to answer this question let us see whether it

sounds better for that would be a sufficient answer if

we had no othei. Listen to the first part of il. 17

first using Da and then Dc, and tell me what is the

difference. • " I feelthatDa is all right and smooth
but Do makes me feel that I am coming to a close

soon." Its semi-harshness is like the reining in of

a horse when you are going to stop, or the first

breaking up of a party. Besides this, notice that

the 8 being thrown into the bass has an importance
given to it and prepares us for the S chord which
follows, but being truly the chord of D it fore-

shadows the full close to which the music is mov-
ing. Listen also to the second part of il. 17 sung
first with Da and then with Dc. • What is the dif-

ference P " The Bass with De flows much more
smoothly." Yes, the leap to d was awkward and a
good melody in the Bass is next in importance to a

good melody in the air.

a,. Its d treated as a Dissonance.—Notice that the

interval of a fourth is conmunonly regarded, as

neither sweet nor strong, but unmeaning and tieg-

ative in its effect, and a foui'th from the Bass or

lowest part is specially disagreeable. In obedience

to this feeling the d in this chord of Dc is, com-
monly treated as a dissonance with horizontal pre-

paration. It is as though, in this Dc chord the ear

was perplexed between tiie two chords—Dand S, and
had to some extent allowed the tone s which occupied

the weighty and influential pobition of Bass to regard

itself as a root and so to require the d and some-

times the m to behave like d^sonances in the chord

of S. It may help the listener to recognise chords

if he remembers that when in a cadence m r d or

8 f m occur in the air, the first m or s is almost

always harmonized with Dc ; so that if in listening

he does not catch the Bass he may know it from

Sow to Oiierve Sarmony.

the air. Listen again to il. 17 and name the chords
as they are sung.

19. Tib.—Listen to the first part of il. 18, and
tell me what is the second chord.*

II. 18. KEY A. G.O.
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AITALYSIS EXERCISEa. BASS OADENCES, :d |S|. 11

chordal plan, : F |
Dc : S

|
D. Write also the

additional upper paj^s which are hei'e obtained by
the introduction of 'S instead of S.

Ex. 9. Wiite, as abore, the upper parts found
in the previous ils. on the following plan, ; D

|
I"

: S
I

B. Write also the additional upper parts
gained by 'S instead of S.

Ex. 10. Write the chordal plan8*'by wEisb an
upper part, | s : f

|
m is hairmonized in thef above

ils. placing first the cadential plans, and next those
not in a cadence—the non-cadential.

Ex. 11. Write the chordal plans by which any
upper part :f

|
m : r |d (or:f

|
m: : r

|
m ) is

harmonized in the previous il's: and' that upon
which : m | f : r

|
d (or : m

|
f : r | m ) is har-

monized.

*«*^Por'additibiial'i]liiBtratioxiB-see "'Ghard-Naming"Examples," A, 4 to 7 ;' S, 4 to 6.

Ex. 12. In il. 7 there are four changes of chcrd,
name each change, and the nature of the bond
(direct, indirect, or implied) which exists between
the chords, thus, " D to S„ direct," &o. In il. 8
there are five changes of chord. Name each pro-
gression and the nature of its bond. Do the same
with ils. 18, 19.

Ex. 13l In ils. 16i 17, and 18 there are five cases
of 'S on tihe weak pulse. In how many is the dis-

sonating f prepared obliquely and in how many is

it unprepared ? In how many cases is the dissonance
tertiary, in how many secondary ?

Ex. 14. Thera are siz^ cases in the' foregoing
examples of an upper part moving, thus, : r { nn
what chords are used under them ? There are five

cases of : r
|
d, how many hava tha chords 'S D '

and how many' S D ?

THE FOUETH STEE.
21. Cadence of Suspense.—In par. 16 we studied

the construction of a full restful close to a musical
line ; but if musical lines were continually bringing
us to the same fuU close, we should soon grow
weary even of rest. Some marked resolution of
two chords—some cadence—was therefore wanted,
which wouH suggest the feelings of pause and i«»j-

porary rest mingled with those of suspense and
expectancy. Modem harmonists early discovered
that the smooth and beautiful resolution of domin-
ant moving to tonic, set the other way, that is'

tonic to dominant wovdd, while it dearly marked
the key, by putting the " chord of motion" last,

answer this purposBi We call it the S cadence.
Listen to il. 20, name the two cadences and describe

their difiereut effects on the mind. •
II. 20. KET F. E.a,

1



12 FOTTRTH STEP. 22.

b. 7%e $ame with 'S.—listen to U. 22 and name the
two cadences. *

il. as.

d. Entered from Db.—Listen to il. 24 ; what are its

cadences P •

Listen to the first phrase of il. 21, and the first of
il. 22, and teU me how they differ in chords. " II.

21 has S4, and il. 22 has 'S4." Listen again, and
say which has the smoother air. "11.22." Listen
again, taking care that the contralto is fairly sound-
ed, and say which of the two chords is the more
sonorous. " Si." Yes, but 'S* is much used in the
approach to the S cadence, instead of Si because of
the smooth melodial effect of its f. Listen to the
whole of il. 22, and name the chords. *

c. The Bass Approach : f
|
tj : d.—Listen toil. 23. *

II. 23. KEY Bb. K.G.

d:-



BASS, .PI }a . RELATIVE MOTION OP PARTS. SECTIONS. OONSEOITTIVES. 13

id
I

t| : d
I

8| and sometimes f is used instead of d.

Another smooth bass phrase much used in approach
to cadences is |m:r|dor:in|r:d which is

specially pleasant when it has contrary/ motion to
another part, or when it moves in thirds or sixths
with similar motion to anotherpart. This S cadence
may often, for the sake of a melodial bass, be com-
menced with D4 instead of Da.

g. Sections.—Portions of Melody and Harmony
closed in this marked manner by cadences, are cal-

ledSections. The cadencesthus cutupthe musicinto
distinct portions or Rhythmical divisions. These
divisions correspond with the lines in poetry.
Shorter divisions are called Phrases, and longer ones
Periods.

22. Consecutive Fifths and Octaves.—Listen to

the second part of il. 21, and name its first and second
chords. "DiandFi." ^ere, then, is another case

of two inverted positions. Alter F6 into Fa by
' making the bass f| and the tenor 1. Listen to the
second phrase, first with Fa, second with Fi, and say
which you prefer. " Fa isvery good, but F4 is more
lively.' ' Yes, it also prevents the mere monotonous
repetition of a chord. But for DA there is also

another and a different kind of excuse ; it avoids
" consecutives."

a. Fifths.—Eetaining then the Fi, let us alter the
Di into Da, what is the efiiect? "Very good."
Yes, but listen to the two phrases of the chant
sung together, and notice how the end of one moves
intothe beginning of the other,—first trying Da,aud
then DS;whict is better? "Di." Why?* The
reason is that the ear objectsto any two " parts "in
the music moving in fifths with one-another in suc-

cessive chords. By a fifth in this case is understood
not only a fifth, but also a fifth andan octave. Thus
the first of these two chords has S| in the bass and r

in the air, while the second chord has d in the bass

and s in the air and these are fifths in consecutive

chords and between the same parts ; they also move,

that is theyarenotmere repetitions of thesamenotes.
Repeated notes whether in the same or different

chords are not objectionable. Let us alter the FA
of il. 22 to Fa,* There will then be consecutive fifths

between the n r and Bass ; listen to the second part

of this U., first using Fa, and then FA ; which is bet-

ter? "Fa with the fifths, sounds hard." Why
the ear objects to them is not thoroughly known,
unless it is a sufficient explanation that the fifth of a

tone acts as a dominant—reminds the ear of a key,

Sow to Observe Harmony. 'Also altering

and that two successive dominants suggest to the
mind two keys—two scales, just when it wishes to
recognise only one. " The fifth," fays Mr. Joseph
Green, " represents, in music, fixation." It is the
most definite of intervals. Consecutive fifths draw
attention to the melodies they carry, and they aro
worst when the melodies themselves are composed
of tones which would in harmony dissonate. Thus
d r is a dissonant melodic progression, and d t, is

still more so. When sung as melody only (unless

very slowly) there is no feeling of dissonance, but
when each tone is reinforced and emphasised by
bard fifths, the dissonance is felt.

b. Discovery of Fifths.—^The harmony observer wUl
often have to watch for these unwelcome fifths.

In the Tonic Sol-fa notation he will quickly see the
root of a chord, and notice whether its fifth stands
above it. If it does, follow the two parts in which
the root and fifth occur into the next chord, and
see whether those parts make a fifth there. Repeat
the process with every chord. The eye will very
soon learn thus to detect consecutives.

c. Octaves.—^Now I wish you tolisten to consecutive

octaves. You will not findtheir effect hard like the
fifths, but please notice how they influence the
"parts." Let us alter the FA in the opening of the
second phrase of il. 21 by putting f in the tenor

;

there will then be s
|
f in the tenor and s

|
f in the

air, moving in octaves. Listen to the whole of il.

21 first using the f, and second employing the d as it

stands; how do the air and tenor parts flow in the
one case, and how in the other ? " With f it is more
vague—the parts are blank." Yes, the octaves

obscure the flow of the parts. Again try il. 24;
alter the tenor of the third chord of the second
phrase, from s to dl ; the bass will then move d

|
B|

in octaves with the tenor. Try the whole il. first

with the octaven, then without, and again notice the
effect the octaves have upon "parts." YouwiUnot
be surprised that consecutive octaves are avoided by
composers. The knowledge of these " laws of the
ear " will help you to understand the " habits of

chords" and to interpret them more easily.

d. Summary.—^When two "parts" move in fifths (or

fifths with an octave added) one with the other, the
effect, when carefully noticed, is felt to be hard.

When two " parts " move in octaves, the effect is to

make those parts undistinguishable fromoneanother
Therefore consecutive fifths and consecutive octaves

are avoided by composers, except in some cases

which aredescribed inmy " Construction Exercises."

Alto d to If.



14 FOTIRTH STEP. 25, 26, 27.

23. Wealc-pulse Cadences.—In all the cadencea
fre have, thus far, studied, the accent is on the last

pulse ; but it is quite common to hear 1;he accent on
the last pulse but one. It is the same, in poetry,

with such lines as the following " Jerusalem the
golden." It is interestingto ol)servehow, in music,
this sort of cadence is harmonised. One-way of har-

monisingacadencefailingon theweak-pulaeisshewn
in U. 25. Listen to it, in the closes of the first and
third sections. * Are ther D or S cadences ?

" S," but we oaU them " Do S oadBncfiB."'

II. 25. KEY E.

d :d
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:d |S| :s CONSEOUTITES. RESOLUTION OF 8. THE D' AND D' CADENCES. IS

notice the resolution of f in 'S. It, also, is " trans-

ferred" to tlie second's chore!, which resolves it,

hut in another part.

25. Conseoutives by contrary motion.—Notice

that in the last two chords of il. 26, there are con-

secutive octaves hetween air and bass ; hut the

octave in the first chord is really a double octave,

in consequence of which the two "parts" have to

move in opposite directions. This contrary motion

of the parts is regarded by the ear aa a sufficient

apology for consecutive octaves, especially where,

as in this case, there is no other way of harmonizing

the given air ; but it is not commonly regarded as

sufficient apology for consecutive fifths, although it

lessens their effect. Listen to the last section of il.

26, first with the Bass singing d|, so as to make
octaves by similar motion, and then with the Baas

singing d so as to show the effect of contrary

amotion. *

26. B in S going to m.—Listen to the first four

measures of U. 24, first with Da as the laat chord

(the Bass being altered to d and the Air to m) and
then as it stands -with D6 aa the last chord. Which
of the two resolutions is smoother ? " TJie first."

Yos, s going to m in the reaolution of S, though it

makes no harsh or hard effect, produces a somewhat

ungainly melody, and must therefore have an apol-

ogy. If the s is doubled, and one of the two is pro-

perly resolved (aa would be the case if you made
the laat chord, in this instance, into Da by altering

its Bass into d and its Tenor into m) the ear is

satisfied ; it is still better satisfied if the s which

does not go to m, is simply continued into the next

chord, forming a "bond." Another apology for

this irregularity, is when it occurs between the

closing chord of one section,and the opening chord of

another ; the natural pauae in such a place makea

the smooth connection of the parta less essential.

See a similar case in il. 25. See a caae, not between

sections, in il. 26, and another ia the air of il. 28.

Cases may be found in which, even without being

doubled, the s goes to m, but there should be some

good melodial a.pology to excuse so awkward a

progression.

27. The Semi-perfeot D cadence.—One instance

of this (with m in the Air) was studied before, par.

16 ; the other comes before us in U. 25 . Listen to it,

and describe its effect. « It is neither so restful as

the perfect D cadence, nor so expectant as the S

cadence.

Ex. 15. Analyse ils. 20, 21, 22.

Ex. 16. Analyse Us. 23, 24, 26.

Sow to Observe Sarmony.

JEx. 17. In Us. 20 to 26 there are six dif-

ferent forms of approach to the Perfect S cadence.

Write the chordal plan of the laat four chords in

each case, showing first those approaches which
have the tone t as the third-last in the Bass,—next
those which have r,—next those which have d.

Ex. 18. Name all the foregoing Us. in which
Fi occurs once or twice, describing, in each case,

its apology of contrary or oblique motion, or simi-

lar motion in thirds or sixths, or of elegant flow of

melody.

Ex. 19. Name all the ils. from 20 to 26 in which
84 occurs, describing, in eadh case, its apology.

Ex. 20. Name all the ils. from 20 to 26 in which
Sc or 'So occur, describing their apologies.

Ex. 21. Write the most melodious air whicTi
you find over the plan

| Sd : D
|
S ; and the best

vou find over
|
'S4 : D IS; and the best you

fend over
|
'So : D

| S.

Ex. 22. Eind all the oases, in ils. 20 to 26, of
similar motion in thirds or sixths, extending to

three or more chords, and not occurring between
sections, and all oases of contrary motion of thirds

or of thirds and sixths intermixed.

Ex. 23. Write the chordal plans which inils.

20 to 26 you find under the following upper parts :

— one under ; 1
|
s : f

|
m ; two under : s

|
f : m

|m : r; one under : d
|
r : d >| t| ; and one under

: d
I

f : m | r.

Ex. 24. Write the fourth and fifth chords of

il. 21, and the seventh and eighth chords of il. 22,
so as to make Consecutive Fifths, altering accord-
ing to instructions on page 13.

Ex. 25. Write the second section of il. 21,
and the second section of il. 24, so as to make
Consecutive Octaves, according to instructions in

par. 22.

•,* See " aiora-Naming Examples," A, 8, 9 j B, 7, 8, 9.
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THE FIFTH STEP.

28. Imperfect D Cadences.—Hitherto, in all our

D cadences the bass has moved from s to d ; this is

the proper cadential motion, but letusseewhether, for

variety's sake, even at the sacrifice of some of the

perfect sonorousness of a full close, we cannot obtain

other forms of this cadence. If we ' call them
Imperfect it is not because they are unsatisfactory,

but only somewhat less conclusive than tho Perfect

cadences,

a. The Bass Cadence
|
s : f

|
m.—Listen to il. 27,

and notice the last cadence ; how does the bass

move? »

I

n
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of a pleasant Bass melody, having contrary motion

"with the contralto. It might bo approached by DA
In the same place, with a diiFerent air.

d. Inverted Chords.—Listen again to the first and
second sections of il. 28 ; * how many inverted

chords have we here m succession P " Five." If

this were not a tune made on purpose for illustration

we should not have preferred so many ; they are

somewhatrough intheir effectonthe ear,and theBass

singer feels them to be infirm—difficult to hold.

Even the removal of one of them gives a greater

sense of security ; alter the fifth measure by mak-
ing the Bass | d : d and the Tenor

|
m : s, and listen

to the two sections in both ways. * But the il. as

it stands is perfectly right and it yields an example

of two ohordal habits, which the Harmony
observer should understand. These are :

—

e. Upward resolution of f in 'Sc.—^First, the upward
resolution of f in 'S, when r is in the Bass; per-

haps the explanation of this is that r, being in the

Bass, naturally struggles to be the root of the chord,

and so far succeeds as to liberate f from the down-
ward progression to which its resisting tone s had
condemned it, just as the s in Do tries to treat its d
as a dissonance in the chord of S. See Par. 18.

Another example will be found in the first section

of il. 37 ; and—

f. The c position.—Secondly, the upward stepwise

progression of the Bass in a c position. You will

have noticed already that in Dc the continuous pro-

gression as in cadences, is the commonest, and that

the downward stepwise movement, as in the first

section of il. 28, is also acceptable to the ear ; in

the chords Sc and 'So the downward stepwise pro-

gression is the commmonest and pleasantest as in il.

27, and the third cadence of il. 28. The upward
movement, however, in il.28,m. 6 sounds very well;

it is aided by the f a third above which waves from

s to s as the r does from m to m. If s, or worse, r

is put in the place of f, the chord will not sound

so well.

g. The Bass eadential approach : m
|

t| : d.—Listen

to the last section of il.. 28, and notice its opening

;

how does the Bass move ? " : m
J

t| : d." This is

another elegant form of eadential approach, like

the : m
|
r : d of il. 24, the : f

j
t, : d of il 23, and

the : f
I

! : d of il. 26.

How to Observe Sarmony.

h. The Grand double cadence.—Notice that in this as
in many similar cases, we have something like a S
cadence forming part of the approach to a I)

cadence. Alter the air of the third last chord to r

and listen to the section stopping on that chord

;

you have immediately the principal cadence of

expectancy. Now listen to the whole section as it

stemds, and you have the well approached cadence
of expectancy submitting itself to the cadence of

rest. Now listen once more to the whole of il. 28,

and name the chords. «

i. The Bass cadence | d : r
|
m.—Listen to the first

section of il. 29, and study yet another Imperfect
D cadence, well set off by its contrary motion to the
Air and oblique motion to the Tenor.

E.G.

n
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Yes, the subdominant instead of the dominaiit.

This is commonly called a Plagal cadence. Does
such a cadence in itself decide the key P " No, it

is ambiguous." See par. 14. But it is somewhat
solemn in its effect, and when the key has been
decided, by S or 'S being heard just before it, the

effect is not only more satisfactory but more solemn.

Let us test this by Hstening first to the Plagal cad-

ence alone, and then to the same cadence, in the

quick repetition of the chant, while the perfect

Tonic cadence, still lingers in the ear. * It is only
aiter this mental association of key has been estab-

lished that the peculiarly fine and awe inspiring

effect of the Plagal cadence is accepted by the

mind. In il. 33, last section, we have a Plagal

cadence well prepared by S ; listen to its fine effect.

* Notice that the Plagal cadence is very commonly
used in Psalm tunes when the air has :1

|
s.

It is (unless you use the exceptional progression

'T
I
D U. 61) the only way of harmonizing that

air, in a D cadence, without changing the key and
so make : 1

|
s reaUy into : r

|
d. Listen again

to the whole of il. 30 and name the chords. «

y,—Imperfect D cadences are those in

which the Bass moves stepwise either to Da or to

Da ; if to Da making the basses : t|
|
d or : r Id;

if to "Dh making the basses : r
|
m or : f { m. But

in all oases it must be the chords S or 'S which
move into the chord of D. A distinct name is given
to another D cadence in which the chord of F moves
to D ; it is called the Plagal cadence.

30. Imperfect S Cadence.— Perfect cadential
motion (that is from Tonic to Dominant or vice

versa, in the a position) is not so essential in
Dominant cadences as in the more important
Tonic cadences. We therefore accept as. perfect,
among S cadences, D5 to S, although SS to D
is imperfect in D cadences. In both oases the
" step-wise bass" distteguishes the imperfect from
the perfect.

a,. The Bass cadence :d |t|. — Listen to the first

section of U. 31, and say whether the S cadence is

much weakened in effect. *

Sow to Observe Harmony.

II. 81. KEY G. R.G.
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II. 33. KEY Ab-

s :s

ti:t|

r :r

S| :f|

n :d

d :d

s :f

d :1,

s :-

d :-

s :-

n, :-

r :n

S| :s,

r :d

t|:d

r :d

t|:d

s :n

si :d|

d :f

f, :li

d :d

li:fi

s :f

d :1,

d :d

ni:f|

G.O.

f :n

li :si

d :-

d :-

I I

-^A^.rl ..T.^i'-JJ^.

It is an imperfect S cadence, with Fi moving to S.

31. More Weak-pnlse Cadences.—In il. 25 we
studied the weak-pulse J)e S cadence, with the

|
d

: tj and
|
m : r for upper parts. Other cadences of

this kind, which are conducted by means of conson-
ant chords, can now be observed.

a. The
|
Fc : D cadence with air | i^ m.—Listen to

the second section of U. 33 ; observe the cadence.
What aro its chords f * What is its air ? * From
what chord is it entered ? " From F." Yes, and
thus it becomes a Plagal cadence. See p. 17 and
the last cadence of this il. Listen to the whole of
U. 33, and name the chords. • Listen to the second
section of il. 34, and observe the cadence ; whatare
its chords ? •

Sow to %serve Sarmtmy.

11. 34. KEY A.

From what chord is it entered ? '• 'Si." Yes
;
you

can now compare it with the different harmony of

the same air in il. 83 ; which do you like better? *

The Plagal form is the commoner.

b- The
I

Do : S cadence again.—^We studied this

cadence in U. 26, but it was then entered, as a per-

fect cadence, by D. Listen to the first cadence of il.

34; what are the chords? * How is the 8am«
cadence now entered ? " From F." Yes it is al
imperfect |

Do : S oadcsnee.

C. The
I
S : D cadence with airs

|
t| : d and

|
r ; d.

—Listen" to the third and fourth sections of il. 34
;

what are the diords P What the airs ? * These
cadences are the same as the ordinary D cadences,
only with the last chord on a weak-pulse instead of

a strong one ; but in all the cases of the weak-pulse
cadence previously studied,- there ia an intervening
Be or Fc between the proper first and second chordi
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of the cadence. These cadential airs | r : d and
{
tj : d are perhaps more commonly harmonized by

means of a dissonance to be afterwards explained.

Listen to the whole of il. 34, and name the chords. *

d. Summary.—Imperfect S cadences are those in

which the Bass moves stepwise to &a or Si ; if to

Sa, making the Basses : f
|
s or : 1 Is; and if to Bb

making the Bass : d
{
t|. The Sass : 1

{ t is

little used. For the first, second, and last named
Basses, Fa or Fi may be used as the first chord of

the cadence, instead of D. The weak pulse
|
Di; : S

cadence may be entered, like the strong pulse, by F
or F4 as well as D.' The weak pulse

|
Fc : D

cadence may be entered like the D cadence, and a
weak pulse | S : D cadence may be made.

32. The F cadence moves from D to F. It is not
much used, because it has the same "ambiguity"
as the Plagal cadence without the same effect of
grand repose. As in the case of the Plagal cadence
It is neccessary for S (or 'S) D to be heard just
before it, in order to a good efiect. t

a. The Bass cadence : d
|

f|.—listen to the first sec-

tion of il. 39 ; study the effect of the cadence, and
name it. •

11. 85. KEY G.

n
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d. The Sass cadence : 8 | f.—Listen to the third
section of il. 36, and study the effect of a F cadence
entered from Dc. * S could not have been used in
this place, first, because the Tonic is more effective
here, and second, because, although Fa goes to S, S
does not go to Fa, for S is one of the chords which
has a fixed progression, see par. 9.

o. Dc on a weak-ptthe.—^Notice in this case that the
He is on a weak pulse, and has the apology not only
of a downward stepwise progression for its Bass,
hut also of contrary motion between Bass and Air.
Compare it with Dc on a strong pulse, in il. 28.
Listen to the whole of il. 36, and name thn chords. •

33. Consecutiyes have already been studied pp.
13 and 15, but a brief reference to exceptional cases
will help the ear to observe the progression of
chords more easily. We have noticed (p. 13) how
the fifth gives strength and emphasis to the chord
in which it stands, and especially to the two tones
by which it is made. The octave gives emphasis in
a less degree, and without the sense of hardness.
This emphasis is increased when the second of the
two chords is on a strong accent. When to these
considerations is added the well understood fact
that the "principal" chords of the scale are those
which will best bear emphasis, and that the " sub-
stitutionary " chords are better without it, we have
the principles which must guide us in the study of
consecutives. As, however, this study is chiefly

important to those observers who intend afterwards
to bo Composers,—we have not required it in the
exercises at the close of this step.

a. JTnison Paaaagea. — Composers sometimes inten-
tionally make two or more parts run together
(in unison or octave) for a whole section, or for
nearly a whole piece. This kind of Consecutive
octaves is not objected to.

b. Octanes hy contrary motion. — Octaveii by con-
trary motion were shown at il. 25 ; but they
should always occur between Tonic and Dominant
or Tonic and Sub-dominant, and this holds good
also of the minor mode of which the Tonic ia X,
the Dominant '^M, and the Subdominant E.

o. Hfthi between Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant
in special cases.—This readiness of the three prin-

cipal chords of the key to bear the emphasis which
consecutive fifths give (see p. 13), is shown in a few

Sow to Observe Harmony,

exceptional cases. For example listen to the first

section of il. 37, and observe the consecutives fifths,

between Tenor and Soprano in the chords Di F. •

II. 37. KEY Aj;. G.O.

n
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many examples in which the fiith of the Tonic (D
or minor L) is thus approached from the chord of

the Sub-dominant (P or minor R) when the upper
part moves only one step. See il. 41, end of second

section. The same thing is allowed when the

Dominant ,(S or minor "'M) is approached from the

Tonic. See ils. 46, heginning of first section, and
24, end of first section.

B- 'Approach of Octaves, from Dominant to Tonic, and
from Tonic to Sub-dominant.—There are also cases

m which the octave of the Tonic is approached by
similar motion from the Dominant. See il. 46,

dose of second section, and il. 64, close of second

section. The same thing is allowed when the Sub-
dominant is approached from the Tonic. See il. 3Q,

beginning of second section. Listen to the whole
of U. 37, and name the chords. « Study also a

special, and not disagreeable case to be found in

vocal music, in the first section of il. 38, where F
enters Do.

II. 38. KEY Eb. G.O.

n
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.

23

THE SIXTH STEP.
34. The Substitutional Chord B consists of

the tongs r f 1. In studying the major chords (par.

2) we could not help noticing that the chords on r,

m, 1, and t, were of a different structure from the

major chorda. Notice again from the modulator,

that R M and L, when put into their normal
positions, have their minor thirds helow. They are

called minor chords. Properly the tone r should be

a komma lower when it tunes with f or 1, than when
it tunes with t, therefore the proper name for this

chord would be RAH, and all instruments free to

give the pitch the mind dictates would sound it so.

See St Co', p. 46, " The Grave Ray." Listen to the

chord R, take care to hear all its tones and observe

its effect. » Now (after a pause) listen to the chord

D ; which sounds the sweeter ? * Yes, the major

chord is the more " sonorous ;

" there is something

of roughness to the ear in a minor chord. Its a

position is about equal in sonorousness to the b

position of a major chord. See the essay on
"Musical Statics." But minor chords are very

useful in introducing variety to the Harmony.
In the major mode they are chiefly employed

in places where one of the principal chords S
or F (the Dominant or Subdominant) would

indeed be fuller and more sonorous, but where

one of these is more convenient. We therefore

propose to caU them, along with the chord on

t, the Substitutional chords of the key, as distin-

guished from the three principal chords D, F, S.

The minor chords (R, L, and M). are too unsonor-

ous to be used in the e position. R is chiefly

wanted iu its b position ; L is principally employed

in its (J position, and T is found most useful in its

b position. The chief points of oonvenieuoe, which

caU for the substitution of these chords are first, the

securing of a better flow of melody in one of the

.upper parts by means of the new tone,—second,

the avoidance of " consecutives,"^and third, in

the a position, the fuller development of the men-
tal effect of the Bass tone, see Summary p. 3.

a. The Bass cadejice r s d.—Listen to il. 39, observe

the second cadence, and name its third-last chord. »

II. 39. KEY C. GO.

s
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IS. The Sass otulential approaehea : m | r and : t
|
r.

—Listen to il. 40, and name the last fpur chords

;

how do they differ from the last four in il. 39 P •

II

n
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spoil the imitation of the previous Air by the Bass.

^ the Tenor 1 were changed into t we should
employ the chord T4 fwhich we have not yet
studied) and so avoid theR altogether as well as give

a " delayed resolution " to the S. For modem ears

this would be better—closer to the key.but Mr. Hav-
ergal was intentionally writing in the style of the

older harmonists, whose " sense of key " was not

so critical as ours. We can now understand why
Ka, though used in the D cadence, is not used in

the corresponding S cadence; because the Bass

I

r : d
I

S| would necessitate the " awkward progres-

sion " Ea to Da. Listen to the whole of il. 41, and
name the chords. •

a. Summary.—B is a minor chord, and as such, is

used, in the major mode, for variety. It is

employed as a Substitute for F, where the tone r is

wanted in Air or Bei^s. In the a position its chief

use is in approach to the D cadence when the Bass
moves

I

r r s
I

d. It is not used with the Bass S
cadence | r : d

{
s because the progression E(( to

Drt is unpleasant.

36. The Substitutional Chord Bi.—The prin-

cipal use of B is in its b position,—and that chiefly

as a substitute for F in both D and 8 cadences. It

is not so sonorous as the ma.jor chord F, but it has

the advantage, while leaving the tone f in the

powerful position of Bass, of also affording in its

tone r a real bond with the coming chord S.

Modem composers seem to prefer E* to F in this

place. An additional advantage arises when the

composer desires the tone r in one of the parts.

a. Tlie Bass cadence
|
f : s

{
d with W).—listen to

il. 42, and notice the last cadence. «

Si
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1l. 44. KEY F. Sixth Tone Eoyal.

/
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It is not common to have any dissonance on a

weak pulse '• korizontally " prepared, for the hori-

zontal preparation and downward resolution, form
so smooth a melody and so satisfactory an apology

for dissonance, that the ear prefers to have such 'a

dissonance brought out into notice by strong accent.

Therefore TW is raiely used in this place.

"b. Belaj/ed resolution of ''S.—Notice that in U.

46 the resolution of the dissonant d in 'E is

delayed, while it traverses another chord as a con-

sonance. Alter the Air of the third - last chord to

r, and the Contralto to t|, and then compart the

effects of delayed resolution, and immediate resolu-

tion. Compare il. 57.

o. The ehord 'Ba.—We remember (par. 34) the

"fixed progression"
|
Ko : Sa | D. In il. 39, this

Ra was preceded by D4 without a bond, and in il.

40, by Fa with two bonds. Listen to both and say

from which chord K« is the more pleasantly

entered. » "From F." Yes, but cannot a bond
be obtained even with DJ ? listen to U. 47. «

II. 47. KEY B[7.

d
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e. The chord *S.—The dissonance d against r is also

found in the chord S ; what number from the root

» would the dissonance d be in this chord ? * We
will call the chord *S. If the " Manual Signs "

are used, *S can be signalled by dropping the fourth
finger while holding the sign for S. The disso-

nance is not so firm in this chord as in the chord of

K, for its resisting tone is the fifth, not the root.

Since 'R has come into use, *S has been less

employed in cadences. Listen to lis. 50 and 51,

naming the chord ^S in each. »

II. 50. KEY Ab. W. TUOKEK.

d
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Here we have the two commonest dissonances

united in one chord, f against s as a tertiary, and d
against r as a secondary. The f is unprepared, is

continued in 'S of the next chord,aud then resolved.

The d is horizontally prepared as usual, and
resolved in the same chord on which it strikes. A
moment's study of the modulator will show that it

is a necessity of all dissonant sevenths, that they
should resolve on » different chord from that on
which they strike, and of all dissonant /owriAs, that

they should resolve on the third of the same chord
on which they strike,—^that third never being heard
with the dissonance, except at a tertiary distance.

The De in this cadence is worth notice ; it resolves

'Sa and is continued into it, so that the Bass holds

on. Listen to the whole of il. 53, and name the

chords. *

a. Delayed resolution of 'S.—Listen to il. 64 ; what
is the second chord of the second section ? *

II. 54. keyD. G.O.

n
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THE SEVENTH STEP.

THE FIEST CHORD MODULATOR.

m

I 1

r

id)d

I 1

d

1

d

1

d

1

F

s

[d)

t

S

(/)

t

t t

t

M

40. The Chord Modulator.—The three principal
chords of a major key have already been shown in
the diagram, page i. These are all maior chords.

But in par. 34 it was shown that the minor chords
R, L, M, and the diminished chord T, even in the
major mode, are with great advantage substituted

for P or S when a different note is wanted in the

Mow to Observe Barmony,

Bass, or in an upper part, or where a better bond is

sought for. Excepting the chord L in "surprise
cadences" and M in some rare cases, nothing can
ever be substituted for the Tonic, D. In the (3iord

Modulator at the side, the substitutional chords
are printed in smaller letters than the principal

ohorrls, instead of which they are ocea-sionally

employed. And the dissonant tones most commonly
introduced are printed in italics with brackets.

41. The Substitutional Chord T.—The chord T
is different in structure from the other chords we
have studied. In its normal positioji it presents
two minor thirds, one over the other. The tone
lying between the two thirds has an uncertain
effect, the f above requiring it to be a komma lower,
rah, and the t below expecting it to keep its

place. See par. 34. And the root with the dim-
inished fifth forms what is called a " partial disson-
anoCj'Vthat is to say, although the tones themselves
do not dissonate their early partials, or harmonics,
dissonate strongly. Both the uncertainty and the
dissonance are less felt in the b position. Hence
although Tffl is sometimes used, especially in three
part harmony, for the Basses t| d B^, or Sj t| d, or ti

Sj d, and in " Sequences " as at next Step, the prin-
cipal form of the chord is Ti. Tc is but little used
except as a substitute for ^Si? in three part harmony.

a. Ti with the Basses m r d—f r d—d r m.—Ti is

used as a substitute for Be or 'Sc, wherever the
smoothness of the parts requires it. Listen to il.

65, and observe TA with the Bass m r d ; compare
Sc and 7Si: iu lis. 24, 25, &c. *

R.G.II. 55.
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b. The difference between 'S<! and Tb is that, while 'S

is the better chord, its dissonance of f against s

limits the movement of its tones to a few definite

progressions, whereas Tb allows its f to he doubled
which is never doubled in 'S. In lb, when the f
is doubled, one f ascends to s and the other descends

to m, and also allows its Bass in the b position,

r, to lenp to 1 in the chord L, which the bass of the

less sonorous 'Sff is not allowed to do. Only t still

clings faithfully to d, as before. Listen to il. 56,

and observe the f in T4 ascending to s. »
II. 56. KEY E. W. Lee.

s
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42. The Dissonance I against t in 'T.—Listen

to il. 60, noticing the second chord of the second

section. *

II. 60. KEY AIj. G.O.

d
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in cadences, when the dominant or one of its suh-
Btitntionals (that ia S, or 'S, or T4) instead of
moving to D, stirpriaes the ear by moving to L.

a. L in the habits of Fi.—In auoh cases of F4 as are
found in ils. 22, 25, 33, L could he substituted for
Fi. In respect of sonorousness there is not much
choice between the two chords. The poiuts of con-
venience mentioned in par. 34, must decide which
ia to be used. In other cases L could not be sub-
stituted if f ia to be retained in the Air. Listen to
il. 62, and notice L with the Baaa : 1 {a : a

| d,

d being in the Air. »

II. 6S. key p. Fikst Tone, 4th ending.

n n :r n :- n r :d r ;r n :-
I

T=f*r=r^
JJisten again, and name the chords. * Listen to H.

63, and notice L with the Bass {1 : a | d. •

Bb. Beable.II. 63. KEY Bb-
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Listen again, and name the chords. • Listen to il.

67, and notine L with the Bass | 1 : f { s. •

II. 67. KEY G. Joule.
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36 SEVENTH STEP. 44. 45.

j. Exceptional Progression again.—In il. 71 we had
S moving to unaooented Fi. Listen to the second
section of il. 72, and notice S going to accented F4.
» As S goea more smoothly into L, that chord
would have heen better than Fi in il. 71, but in U.

72 L could not be used with f in the air. Listen to
the whole of il. 72, and name the chorda. *

k. The L cadence.—Listen to the first section of il.

73, and notice a substitute for the Fi cadence, D
moving to L. «

II. 7S. key El;. E. E. Eoss.
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THE EIGHTH STEP.

44. The Substitutional Chord M.—The chordM
is quite as good, in itself, as any other minor chord
—as RAH, for instance, or L. It is physically the
same. Why then is it almost excluded from mod-
em music, and why do some of the instructors say
"There is no chord on the third of the major
scale ? " • The fact of the steady disuse of this

chord is undouhted. There are only three reasons
which I can see. First, though not more unsonorous
than any other minor chord, it carries you more,
than they do, out of the scale ; the third partial of

its. fifth contradicting the scale, which is not the
case with RAH, or L. Second, the mental effects of

'ts root and fifth are more contradictory, than those
of any other chord except T. which has a dimin-
ished fifth and a strong ".partial dissonance." See
par. 41. Third, because it is very little wanted.
The hotter chords, D or S. are preferred. The
dtiord T, which is less sonorous than M, is more
nsfcd because it is more wanted. Let us notice a
few cases in which these chords are specially
required. But first we must understand the na-
ture and effect of a sequence.

45. Sequence.—Listen to the bass of il. 74.

What do you notice in its form of movement ? •

II. 74. KEY G. G.O.
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88 EIGHTH STEP 46.

perfection ot the sequencethanto use thisunsonorous
chord at the beginning of one. The same objection

applies to the introduction of Ta before the

Bequence has made itself felt. Listen to the whole
of il. 7i, and name the chords. * Listen to il. 75,

name the first chord of the second section.

II. 75. KEY B\>. Dr. Ai.cock.

d



THE UN-MEANING CHORD M. BYE-TONES 39

and compare the two effects. „ The m seems to
anticipate, or strike beforehand, the m of the next
chord. The effect is that of a composer's freak,
and could not often he repeated. The ear feels
from habit that the chord is still S. Notice that
f of the preceding chord is interrupted" in its
resolution in order that the Tenor may move in
pleasing sixths with the Air. Probably this motion
in sixths for four pulses, suggested and excused
the use of m in the Air as well as of s in the Tenor.
Listen to the whole of U. 78, and name the chords.*
Listen to il. 79, and name the third-last chord.*

II. 79. keyG. G.O.

^^

chord. For the same reason he would use, when
necessary, the chord Ta as well as the interval f t in
sequences. M4 is occasionally employed as a sub-
stitute for S, when the bass tone s is passing, and
there is the apology of similar or contrary motion^
An apparent M4 is called "S when used in the place
of S or 'S in D cadences with a peculiar effect.

46.— A Bye-tone is a tone occurring oh the weak
part of a pulse, which is different front that just
struck in ike same "part," but belongs to the same
chord. Listen to the first section of U. 80, andt
name its third chord. «
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CONSONANT PASSING-TONES. 8EC0NBAKY CHORDS. 41

harmony ; and second, that a weak pulae produces
less impression on the ear than a strong pulse, and
that the second part of a pulse produces less im-
pression than the first ; third, that the root and
third of a chord are the most effective parts of it.

The first of these principles led us to re-name the
chord when required to do so by a hye-tone in the
Bass as in il. 81. The second forbade our hearing
distinct new chords where the consonant passing-

tones occured in ils. 82 and 83. The third combin-
ed with the first, suggests to us the following rule

of analysis for the weak part of a pulse—that a
new chord must be distinctly named as it is un-
doubtedly felt by the ear, when the root and third

appear together in any voices, and when either the

root or third appears alone in the Bass. This we
call a " Secondly Chord." In addition to this we
reckon that the seventh in 'S plays so important a
part in modem harmony, that it should be acknow-
ledged as making a secondary chord, whenever it

occurs in the Bass, and wo think it should be ac-

knowledged in its most effective position, the D ca-

dence, in whatever voice it may occur.

a. Convenient Secondary Cliords.—Listen to the first

section of il. 84 ; on what pulse did you hear a
secondary chord P •

II. 84. KEY Ab- G.O.
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5^ I

For tlie same reasons that in ils. 87 and 88 the

cadential habits of the ear compelled us to accept

secondary chords, they here compel us to reject

them. Although the root and third of a new
chord are struck, the ear regards them as parts of

the next chord struck before their time. The pro-

gression 'S Dc D« in a full cadence -would be con-

trary to our habits: we know besides that the

composer did not mean us to feel Dc in that place,

we therefore ignore it. Listen again to il. 89, and
notice its third pulse. * There although the root

and third of the chord E are struck, yet it would
be in the c position, and we know that the composer
did not mean us to feel the e position of a minor
chord in the major mode. "We therefore analyse r

and f as consonant passing-tones ; for the object of

analysis is to find out the mind of the composer.

Listen to the whole of il. 89, and name the chords. »

It should also be mentioned that we shall after-

wards shew certain tones on the weak part of a

pulse which might otherwise be called consonant

passing or waving tones, but which form the distin-

guishing tones of a new key or mode. These we
shall reckon sufficiently important to create a
secondary chord. See p. 69.

f. Summary.—Bye-tones, oi tones of the same chord

newly struck and not mere repetitions of tbe tone

last struck in the same part, are used for ornament
and for the prevention of consecutives. A bye-

tone in the Bass requires the chord to be re-named.

Consonant passing-tones, being in the middle of

any three tones in a stepwise melody, are used,,

especially in two cases, for the binding of chords,

and for ornament. The ear does not wUUngly
acknowledge a new chord on the weak part of a

pulse ; but when the root or the third of such a

chord is in the Bass, or when the root and third

together are struck in theupper parts, there is gener-

ally the sense of a new chord-shock. But there are

exceptions both ways. The importance of f in 'S

makes itseU felt even when f alone is newly struck

in the Bass, or in any "part" at the second-last

chord of a full cadence. The unsonorousness of the

Sow to Observe Sarmony.

c position in the three minor chords, makes tlie ear

as unwilling to recognise it, as the composer wotild

be to make it felt. The : S (or 'S) |D form of

cadence is so fixed in the ear that we are glad to

recognise it even by the help of a secondarj chord,

as in Hs. 87, and 88. Por the same reason we
refuse to have it interfered with as in U. 89. We
try to make our analysis correspond both with what
the composer means, and what our own ear feels.

49, Mental effects of Substitutional chords,

—

It may assist the memory in recalling these chords—^if we give them names corresponding to their

mental efiect. As F was called (p, 3) the Serious
chord, E, its substitutional, may be called the Semi-
serious chord, and L, its occasional substitutional,

the Sorrowful chord. As S was called the moving
chord, T, its substitutional, may be called the "Weak
Moving chord, and M, its occasional substitutional,

the Unmeaning chord.

50, Exceptional progressions of S and 'S.—At
pp. 4, 7, and 16 the common, and some of the
uncommon, progressions of these chords have been
shown. It should also be noted that r in 'S(i some-
times goes to s, that in Bach's slow moving Chorales,
and in some other old music t sometimes goes down
to s when the Bass rises so as to make contrary
motion. Even in modem music the t, in S (not 'S)

may go upward to any note (ml f I, &o.), provided it

is not approaching a full close.

61, Constitution of chords,—By the constitution

of a chord we mean the manner in which its con-

etituent parts (the Eoot, Third, and Fifth) are

doubled or omitted.

a. Complete chords.—In about two thirds of all four
part music there is no omission of any constituent,

but the Eoot is constantly doubled. It is evident
that all major chords give out their proper mental
effect the better for this doubling of the Eoot. Let
us call this complete chord, with or without the
doubling of the Eoot, constitution 1. Out of 10
chords in il. 27, how manr have constitution 1 F

" All, of which six double the root." Listen
to il. 27. «

b. Trebling of^
the Soot.—The Eoot having the prin-

cipal effect in a chord (being in fact its essence) is

often even trebled,when the Fifth cannotbeconveni-
ently introduced. Let us say that a chord with the
Eoot trebled has constitution 2. Listen to the last

section of il. 28, and observe that in the cadence, t

cannot go down to s, except in very slow music, atid

that the constitution 2 sounds very well. *
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0. Doubling and Omission of the Fifth.—The Fifth,

being the source of brightness or sharpness in a

chord, is not so important to its existence as the

Third—the source of its sweetness, or the Root

—

the source of its being. It is therefore very freely

doubled or omitted as the flow of the "parts" may
require, without making a very noticeable difference.

Let us regard a chord with its Fifth omMei as con-

stitution 5, and with its Fifth doubled as constitution

6. In il. 28, listen to oases of D 6, Do 6, D« 6, and

D 5 and 2. » In il. 29, listen to Sc 6, and Do 6. *

In il. 31, listen to S 6, SA 6, and D 5 and 2. • In
analysing insert the 1 thus, D 1, 6, &o.

d. Doubling and Omission of the Third.—But the

doubling or omission of the Third is a more serious

matter, because it is not desirable to have an over-

balance of sweetness in a chord, and it is worse

still to have none. Except for some inten-

tionally bold and hard effect a chord is never

left with " a bare Fifth." In 'S we find the Third
from the Hoot (t) omitted, but there is always a

Third from the Seventh (r).left sounding in the

chord. The omission of the Third in *S is easily

understood, for that chord is confessedly dissonant,

and its Fourth is only a temporary substitute for

the coming Third. Listen to il. 50. » The free

doubling of the Third in the chords L, R, M, and T,

may be abundantly seen in such ils. as 64, 66, and
66. The doubling of tho Third (t) in the chord S
with its strong melodic tendency to d of the next

chord, would cause consecutive octaves. Its doub-

ling in the b position of D and F, in which it occurs

already in the loud sonorous Bass, decidedly

requires the now familiar apologj' of contrary mo-
tion. Even in the a and c positions of these chords

the sweetness is generally felt to be too strong,

unless the attention of the mind is drawn away
from it by similar or contrary motion of the parts.

In Da and Fa, however, the third is sometimes
doubled for special enriching effect, but seldom
where the ear is most critical, that is on the last

chord of a cadence. The doubling of the third in

the minor chords E, M, L, and in the diminished
chord T is, however, a different thing: for these

chords are in themselves semi-dissonant, and can
bear a little additional sweetness. Let us speak of

a chord having its Third omitted, as having constitu-

tion 3, and of one with its Third doubled, as having
constitution 4. In il. 57, second chord the X)a i is

excused by contrary motion of the Air with Con-
tralto and Bass. In il. 60, the Da 4 is almost
obligatory because of the resolution of 'T with its

Sow to Observe Harmony.

dissonance in the Air, but constitution 4 is not

objectionable in Da. In il. 68, the Da 4 at the

beginning sounds rich and good. In il. 59, the DA
4 is well excused by the contrary motion of the

Contralto against the Soprano and Bass. In il. 65,

the D4 4 is excused by contrary motion between
Soprano and Bass. In il. 61, ('T going to D) we
have first the kind of doubled Third shewn in il.

60, avoided, as it i& often done, at the expense of a

somewhat awkward melody in the Contralto. We
have on the second pulse of the second section, a D
4 even in the b position (DA 4). It has the apology
of contrary motion between Air and Bass. This is

quite satisfactory. If the Air in the third chord in

this section had been 1 and the Tenor f, there would
have been no apology for this doubled third in the

A position of a major chord. But it would have
been difficult to avoid. If the composer had put
: s

I

d in the Bass he would ha.ve made a perfect

close at the very beginning of a section. If : tj
|
d

ha'd been in the Bass there would have been octaves

with the Contralto, and if that were altered there

would still remain unequal fifths in the outer parts

between the close of one-section and the beginning
of the next. In tho close of the third section there
might easily have been Da 4 on the very accent oj

t/ie cadence. But this was avoided by letting the i

in TA go up to a. Many composers are indifferent

about the introduction of a little too much sweet-

ness into a chord, if it gives them the least conveni-
ence in the conduct of their " parts."

e. Omitted Boot.—By the word Hoot in this book we
do not mean the theoretical origin of a chord, but
its principal tone actually heard, or very obviously
implied', so that we do not acknowledge omitted
Boots except in ceises where the mind is necessarily

conscious of them. This is the case with Do and
sometimes DA, in three part harmony (see tenth step)

and occasionally in four-part harmony where the
hahits of the ear point to D rather than the
"unmeaning" and commonly avoided chord M.
There are also cases in instrumental accompaniment
in which the root having been struck at the com-
mencement of a measure, .the ear Jeels it through
the rest of the measure. Even in vocal music there
are cases in which what appears as the chord T is

really heard as 'S. Omitted root is marked om.

52. Position of chords. — When the Bass
moves stepwise, tho a position of chords is

avoided for fear of oonsecutives, unless one of
the upper parts moves in contrary motion with
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the Bass. The ear naturally dislikes many
inverted positions, or many minor cliord a positions,

consecutively. But a succession of l> positions is

acceptable to the ear when they make a stepwise

Bass, see U. 77. Even two successive c positions

may he rarely excused hy this stepwise motion of

the Bass, thus by altering the first section of il. 28,

making the Air : r { s
||
and the Tenor

|

dl
: t

|
d'

||,

its chordal progression might be made : Da|D(; : Te

I

DA. Listen to it in both ways. * By altering

the second cadence of il. 34, making the Tenor : s
|
d|

and the Bass :r |d ||,the chordS plan might be

|S4 :'.S<! |Fc :Dffi.

53. The Crowning of chords. — The mental

effect of a chord is much influenced hy the con-

stituent which takes the highest part. This we
call the crowning. The proper mental effect is

best assisted when the Boot is there ; this we call

the First Crowning, and we indicate it by a figure

1 placed above and to the right. When the Third'

is in the Air, we say that the chord has its Third

Crowning, when the Fifth, its Fifth Crowning,

when the Seventh, its Seventh Crowning, and we
indicate the chords thus, DA' called " DA fifth," or

'Sc' called "-'Sc seventh." These crownings

become more important to the student in the study

of cadences.

54. Cadence Belation.—The idea of cadence has

boon explained at pp. 7, 8, 11. In order that a

sense of unity may be produced Dy a piece of music,

it is necessary that its cadences should bear some
relation to each other, and for the sake of varitety

the cadences should not be all the same. Any one

who wishes to observe music usefully, and to enjoy

it thoroughly should know- something of the rela-

tion of cadences. The relation of cadences may be

divided into Simple and Complex. Simple relation

is when two cadences only are concerned, as in. a

single chant. Complex relation is when there are

more than two, as in a. double chant, psalm tune,

march, dance, &c.

a. Simple Relation.—^We have already noticed, p. 8,

that the conclusiveness of a cadence is much affected

by the tone which stands in the highest part, that

it is most conclusive when its root is in the highest

part, that it is less conclusive when its third is in

the highest part, and that it is less conclusive still

when its fifth is there. Again we have noticed, p.

16, that the conclusiveness of a cadence is stUl more
affected hy a stepwise entry of the Bass, particu-

Sovi to Observe Harmony.

larly when the cadence chord is in its A position.

The composer has thus, without any differenq,e of

chord, the means of showing some slight contrast

between cadences ; but when a difference of chord
is made, the contrast becomes more .powerful. By
these various means the composer seeks to produce
both variety and unity in his piece. Let us take
the strongest contrasts first. The two cadences
which contrast best, and yet are be^t related to the
key, are those of the Tonic and Dominant. There-
fore the cadence relation of stron'gest contrast, is

that of S with D. Listen, fixing your attention on
the cadences, to il. 22, where you have the relation
S-fifth to D-first, which may be- written thus, S° to

D"-. « Compare this with il. 42, where you have a
S-third (S') cadence approached stepwise. * For
purposes of analysis when the last chord of a.

cadence is entered stepwise we may place a
small dot close above the letter thus, S', and
we will speak of these cadences as " stepwise S,"
&c. Compare it also with il. 31, where you have

a SA' cadence. • You notice that the contrast here
is not only between one mental effect andanother,but
between one wealdy set forth 'in the A position, and
the Fifth crowning, and.the other strongly set forth
in the a position, and the First crowning. With
much less power of contrast, the Sub-dominant
compares with the Tonic ; listen to the cadences of
il. 53. » A similar sombre effect is produced by
the plagal cadence D' with D"- ; listen to the
cadences of il. 66. « The L cadence gives the
effect more of surprise than of contrast when com-
pared with the D. Listen to the cadences of il. 70.

» Even without altering the chord, composers con-
trive to give some contrast by putting the first

cadence into the A position and giving it the fifth

crowning; listen to il. 54, where you have DA'
with D"-. « Much less of contrast is to be found
in stepwise D-third (D') with D'. Listen to U. 85.

* And 'less still in the s^me cadence-relation with-
out the stepwise entrj-. Listen to il. 46. *

b. Complex relation.—In pieces like the double chant,
or like the ordinary psalm tune, there are four
cadences. To secure unity in the piece the first

three must bear relation to the last and principal
cadence, the second of them hears the chief relation

because it divides the tune into two parts, which
have some sort of reply in them the one to the
other. This second section therefore usually closes

in the Dominant, which has the most marked power
of reply to the final Tonic, or in the key of the
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Dominant. The other cadences are kept subordi-

nate to these two. Il 68, has a good variety of

cadences, and maintains well its unity by placing

8= at the end of the first period and D'- at the end

of the second period, the two are made to declare

unity of key and variety ef mental effect. The

inferior cadences at the ends of sections are pleasant

and varied. The cadence analysis of this il. would

stand thus, L' S^ Di= D'. Listen to the following

double chants and say which gives the most agree-

able variety of cadences. Ils. 71, 01, 59, 73, 41. *

Ex 60. Analyse for chord-names and constitu-

tion, ils. 74 to 79.

Ex. 61. Analyse for chord-names, constitution,

bye-tones, and passing-tones, ils. 80 to 85.

Ex. 6S. Analyse for chord-names, constitution,

bye-tones, and passing-tones, ils. 86 to 88.

Ex. 63. Analyse for chord-names and crowning,

ils. 74 to 79.

Ex. 64. Analyse for chord-names, crowning,

bye-tones, and passing-tones, ils. 80 to 85.

Ex. 65. Analyse for chord-names, crowning,

bye-tones, and passing-tones, ils. 86 to 88.

Ex. 66. Name in ils. 74 to 78, two sequences
in which the Bass rises a fourth and falls a third

;

and one in which the Bass falls a third and rises a
fourth.

Ex. 67. Name in Us. 74 to 78, two cases in
wLich the Contralto replies to the Bass after one
pulse, and one case in which the Soprano replies to

the Bass after one pulse.

Ex. 68. In il. 74, what parts have contrary
motion with the Bass ? ditto 76, ditto 77 ?

Ex. 69. Name the ils., and the measures in
those ils., in which a perfect harmonic sequence is

carried out.

Ex. 70. Name the places in this step in which
anti-melodic intervals are excused for the sake of
sequence.

Ex. 71. Name also those In which Ma are simil-
arly used, and in addition those in which Tb are
thus excused.

Ex. 72. Name the place in which Mo is excused
by contrary motion. Name the place in which Mi '

with a stepwise Bass and contrary motion is

excused, and name the places in which the con-

sonant °S occurs.

Ex. 73. Name the place in which bye-tonef

occur with the apparent object of preventing con-

seoutives. Name the places in which they occur

for no other apparent object than that of smooth
melody or " reply." Name the place io which the

bye-tone occurs in the Bass. See par. 46.

Ex. 74. Name the place In which that conso-

nant paflsing-tone occurs which is often used to

smooth the connection between the chords E and D.
Name the place in which this same passing-tone is

strengthened into a secondary chord. Name the

place of another consonant passing-tone binding
the chords L and S, and another also intended
merely to smoothen the melody.

Ex. 75. Name the pfaoes of the convenient
secondary chords, of the anti- consecutive second-
aries—of the effective secondaries—of the oadeutial
secondaries. Name two cases in which the Root
and Third of a chord are struck on the weak part
of a pulse without the ear recognizing a secondary
chord.

Ex. 76. How many cases of constitution 1 dc
you find ia ils. 81 to 89 ? Ditto constitution 2 ?

Ditto 6 ? Ditto 6 ? Ditto 3 ? Ditto 4 ?

Ex. 77. Name all the cases in ila. 81 to 89, in
which the b position of major chords occurs—ditto,

the c position—ditto, the n position of minor chords—ditto, the b position

Ex. 78. Find two cases not already mentione(?
of the cadence relation S' with D'.
Ex. 79. Find five such cases of S^ with D'.

Ex. 80. Find three such cases of F^ with Di.

Ex. 81. Find four such cases of D' with D'.

Ex. 82. Find one or more oases of F^i with

Di, of i? with Di, of SI with D', of Fi' with

D', of bii with Di, of F' with D'.

Ex. 83. Find one or more cases of D' with

l>\ of D' with D', of b" with D', of hb^ with

D', of L' with D=, of L^ with D>, of i? with D'.

Ex. 84. Write the cadence analysis of ils 41
59, 61, 71, 73.

„ . „, „ *.* See " Caiora-Naming Examples," A and B, 25 to 38.
Jiow to Observe Harmony.
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In fact it has toen avoided, because in shape and
form it is exactly the same thing as the very-

familiar Bass cadence
|
s, : s,

|
d. >Suppose we tran-

slate this section as though it wore in the first sharp

key. Turn tp the modulator .and tell me what
would the first chord be ? Name each of its tones

from the Bass upward and then name the chord.
" F, Dc, S, and 'S, D." This is the same cadence

to which we were first introduced at il. 17. In this

case there is yet another element in the music sug-

gesting transition ; it is in the melody itself. It

has often been noticed that t 1 s (t and s being
accented) naturally suggest to the mind the

exceedingly familiar m r d of the lower part of the

scale. But toshow that the harmony is the chief

cause of the changed effect, let us alter it so as to

omit the fe and the peculiar form of the Bass
without altering the Air, make the Contralto

: m
I

r ; d
|
r, the Tenor : s

|
s : m

|
r, and the Bass

: d
I

S| : 1| 1 1| and listen to the effect. » You now
feel that instead of the new Tonic you have the

old Dominant. Try again the original form of the

cadence and say what is the difference between the

two effects and which is the better in this place.

You cannot do this by listening to that section

alone
;
you must listen to the whole piece and com-

pare its cadences. * You feel that what we may
call the ^P cadence is both brighter and firmer than
the S cadence, and as it introduces more variety

into the tune it is the better in this case." What-
ever mitlces usfed a change of key—whether a new
tone distinguishing the new key or the customary
progression of chords to a Tonic or any thing else

which has that power over pur minds—we call a
Factor of Transition. See further, par. 62, 68.

56.—The Transmutation Chord.—For the pur-
poses of analysis it is important that we should

know, as definitely as possible, on which chord the

change of key takes place. In the third section of

il. 90, we know that the three last pulses carry the
chords S, and '8,1); they cannot be anything else.

But the fourth-last chord might be translated in

two ways, and the fifth-last is still less decidedly

connected with the new key. On which chord as a
matter of fact does the ear feel itself making the
change ? * Although there is no new distinguish-

ing tone till we come to the fe, yet no one whose
ears have been accustomed tp the well known place

of Dc in Tonic cadences could help feeling that the

change had come on the first chord of the second-

last measure. Another reason for this feeling is

Sow to Observe Sarmony.

that the ear has been aocustemed te have the Bass.
of Dc continued in the next chord, as in this case,
while it has also been accustomed to hear the Bus."

of Sc (r) ascending to m or descending to d, but not
continued to E. "We therefore think that a prac-
tised ear would feel itself entering ii new key as
soon as its cadential Dc were struck. It would be
quite allowable to take the change on the cherd
before that, because it might be said that the com-
ppser evidently thought of that whele secticn as in
the new key, but on the second chord of the section
we must change. "We shall call the presumed chord
of change the Transmutation Chord. Those who
weuld learn to translate music from the Staff Nota-
tion into the Tonic Sol-fa Notation (nsing for
extended transitipn the better method pf npting,
that is by bridge-notes) should exercise a careful
judgment in choosing the most natural transmuta-
tion chord. With the view of developing such a
ppwer ef judgment we shall study the place pf
transmutation in each of the following examples.
In analysis we name the chords according to the
true key, even where, as in Cadence or Passing
Transition, the Tonic Sol-fa Notation uses the
imperfect method of writing. In such cases, how-
ever, we distinguish the chorda of the new kpy by
placing them within parentheses. See il. 92, p.
49. For Extended Transition (p. 51) we use bridge
chords without parentheses, thus, "S or ^D &e.

57. Departing, and Betuming Transition,

—

After Transitipn intp a new key, the return to the
old key may alsp be called Transition. We name
it Returning Transition. The first f after a fe is

the distinguishing tone of a return from the first

sharp key. Departing Transition or that which
departs from the original key of the piece, is com-
monly made more effective and important than
Returning Transition. But sometimes a striking
effect is obtained by the Return as well as by the
Departure. Listen again to il. 90, and notice the
Eetuming Transition in the last section. * "Which
is the distinguishing tone of Return to the old key ?

" The f in the Air." Yes, for the original key is

practically the first flat key to its own first sharp
key.

58. Bass Cadence |m:r [d.—Listen to il. 91.

Let it be sung twice thrpugh in order that the key
may be well established, and then notice the first

section ; what Transition does it take '< *
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II. 93. KEY F. E. J. Hopkins.
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the idea, we like to feel tliat the new key enters

along with the new musical idea, that is with the

Phrase or the Section. So that the " Sense of New
Commencement " may he regarded as a new Factor

in Transition. Listen to the Returning Transition

in the last section of U. 93. * The distinguishing

tone does not occur till after two measures, and yet

every one of you has an unmistakahle sense of

" New Commencement " in the old key as soon as

that Section opens, and the chord DJ is undoubtedly

the Transmutation chord of this Returning Tran-

sition. This is evidently a case of Transition for

Convenience rather ihan for Effect. Listen to the

whole of il. 93, and notice the brightening effect of

this Transition in the third section. «

63. Extended and Cadence Transition.—Listen

to il. 94, and notice the second and third sections. «

II. 94. KEY G.O.

n
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Where does the distinguishing tone come ? " On
the very first chord, Si." Can the preceding chord

"be regarded aa common to the two keys ? ** No ; it

is a &tinct cadence chord in the old key." Then,

in this case, there is no Transmutation chord—the

change is sudden. Listen again to U 95, and

notice the sharp effect of this Sudden Transi-

tion. * Another form of Sudden Transition is

shewn in il. 97. Is the Keturning Transition in il.

95, sudden or gradual ? " It is gradual." Yes, it

begins with the simple modest assertion, three times

over, of the old Tonic. But this hint is quite suf-

ficient (taken in connection with the ear's memory
and the sense of a new commencement) to make
the first chord of the third section felt as F4 of the

departure-key transmuted into D4 of the old key.

Listen once more to the whole of il. 95, ohserving

all these points. •

6S. Passing Transition,—Listen to il. 96, and
ohserve the second section. »
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ears have often been brought bank from the first

sharp key, by the tone t placed in the chord of the
StA-dominant instead of tiie more effective Domin-
ant Seventh, which is always used in Passing
Transition. Listen again to U. 96, observing all

these effects.

Listen to

section. •

II, 97.

il. 97, observing specially the last

KET C. Wk. Jaoksok.

s
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Where is the Retumiaj» Transmutation chord ?

"ES approaching the final D oadenqe, in its

bahitual way, is recognised hy the ear as LJ of the

Passing key mllingly Transmuted into E4 of the

old key."

66. Flat-key Cadence.—Listen to the first and
third sections (omitting the second) of il. 99, and
ehserve the third section. *

II. 99. KEY E. Dr. Eandall.
B.t.

/
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68. Transitional Imitation,—Listen on^e more
to il. 99, and observe tke relation of the second and
fourth, sections ; what is it ? " They are the same
only in different keys." Are the Airs the same ?

"Yes." The Basses? "Yes." The Tenors?
" No, the Tenor of one imitates the Contralto of the
other, and the Contralto of the one imitates the
Tenor of the other." Listen again to the chant,

and notice that while this Transitional Imitation
causes a beautiful variety in effect, it also produces
the feeling of unity. It helps to make us feel that
the piece "hangs well together." This Transi-
tional Imitation has such a power with the mind
that it often hooomes a Factor of Transition even
without the help of any distinguishing tone
especially if some well known cadence is introduced.

Thus, in Additional Exercises, part I, of " Standard
Course," p. 18, score 1, the transition is not made
by any distinguishing tone, hut simply by the sense

of Transitional Imitation moving to the well
known Surprise cadence. Again, at p. 26, score 4,

the tra&sition is made in a similar manner. No
distinguishing tone appears except in the accom-
paniment towards the end, but the duet of Tenor
and Soprano is so plain an imitation, in the first

sharp key, of the preceding duet between Bass and
Contralto, that the mind changes the key immedi-
ately, s

69. Transitional Sequence,—Listen to il. 101;
what do you notice in the first half of it. •

II. 101.

S|
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" A transitional sequence," Is it Harmonic ?

"Yes, but like the last in its inner parts." By
means of what key is it made ? " By the first

flat key." What is its mental effect ? _"'Tis diffi-

cult to say." Yes, the ascent in pitch, in this case,

is naturally elevating in its mental effect, but the

flat key is naturally depressing. There results a
tender, touching effect. This kind of sequence is

however, far less common than that with the sharp

key.

70. Summary of Transition.—From thesestudies

it will be seen that there are at least seven points

of view for the student in observing a Transition.

He may ask himself first, what is the Eemove ? Is

it to the first sharp key, or to the first flat key
or to the second sharp, or flat, or the third ditto,

and so on? To this question will afterwards be
added, does it change its mode as well as its key

;

and, if so, in what manner ? Second, what is the

JFaetor f What is it that makes a new key present

to the ear ? Is it a new tone—a distinguishing

tone ? Is it some habitual progression of chords

towards the Tonic ? Is it an imitation with similar

cadence of some previous passage? Is it a quiet

resumption of the old key—a new commencement ?

Third, what is the Transmutation Chord ? What is

the chord on which your ear would naturally begin
to feel a change of key ? Fourth, what is its

JExtent ? Does it affect a Cadence only ? Is it

merely Passing, making a harmonic cadence indeed,

hut not at the end of a line ? Is it extended
beyond those limits either way ? Fifth, what is its

delation ? Is it a Departing Transition or is it one
Returning to the previous key ? Is it a Principal

Transition, that is Departing from the Principal

key of the piece ? Or is it a Subordinate Transi-
tion, departing from some Subordinate key of the
piece ? Sixth, what is its Manner of Mutry ? Is it

'.Gradual, announcing its appearance merely by
some chordal habit, or by its distinguishing tone
without the Dominant Seventh chord, 'S, or in any
other unemphatic manner ? Is it Sudden, coming
in markedly with the Dominant Seventh, or break-

iToui to Observe Harmony.

ing off from the old key with violence so that not
even the previous chord can possibly be taken as
common to both keys— a true Transmutation
chord ? Seventh, what is its Object ? Is it intro-
duced chiefly to produce the mental effect of its

distinguishing tone, and if so, what is that Effect ?

Or, is it quietly brought on for the Convenience of
returning to the old key, or of preparing for an
Effect hv and bye ?

We alio notice the new powers of Cadence—of

Imitafibn—and of Sequence which Transition puts
into the hands of the composer.

71. How to write Transition.—^In the common
Staff Notation Transition is not clearly expressed.
The reader comes upon a flat, a sharp, or a natural
and if he wishes really to understand the music he
has to ask himself does this indicate Transition ; if

so what Transition ? or, does it lead into the Minor
mode ? 01-, is it merely the contradiction of some
other sign in the notation ? Even good musicians
have often to make a careful investigation before
they can answer these questions, and even then
there may be differences of opinion. I have taken
great pains in " Staff Notation " to assist the inter-

preter of toys. The student who wishes to become
a good translator from one notation into the other
will find it necessary to work through all the exer-
cises in the fourth, fifth, and sixth steps of that
work. But the Tonic Sol-fa notation is obliged to
be definite, and except iu the simple cases of Pass-
ing and Cadential Transitions it mmt choose its

bridge-tone—its Transmutation chord. This has
compelled Tonic Sol-faists to study the subjects of
Transition and Modulation, more closely than is

common with elementary students ; and it has also
given Tonic Sol-fa singers, even the humblest of
them the great advantage of always knowing what
key they are in ; and what relation that key bears
to the Principal key of the piece.

a. The improper method of writing Transition (that
which retains the notes of the old key using fe, ta,

&c., for the distinguishing tones of the now, instead
of employing the bridge notes »d, "r, &c., and writ-
ing in die proper key) causes a contradiotidn "•• ' •

between the names of the notes and the Meil^ <

'

Effects which are really produced by them, and one
tone (1) commonly used in the first sharp Transi-
tion, is really a komma higher as the second of the
new key, than when it is the sixth of the old key.
[It is sometimes called lay, and so corresponds with
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the ray of the new key, the old lah corresponding
with the' rah of the new key.][ This confusion of
Mental Effect is trying and disappointing to- the
singer hut on the other hand, the reading of a double

note (the hridge-noto "1, ""f, &o., of the hetter nota-
tion is a difficulty to learners. It is true that this

difficulty is soon overcome, and the pupil then
demands ahore all things the true representation
of mental effect. But a large proportion of our
pupils learn to sing only for the sake of Psalmody,
in which Extended Transition is little used, and for

their sake (to remove even an apparent hindrance
from their path) we have adopted the hahit of writ-

ing Cadence and Passing transition in the impro-
per notation. This has proved no serious incon-
venience to the more advanced singers, and it

enahlcs us to distinguish these Transitions from
those longer ones in which the mental effects of

tones undergo a more sustained change.

b.The convenience of the music-reader must, of

course, be the chief object of all music-notution,

and this necessarily introduces some exceptions.

For example, when the improper notes would give
us UHioonted syllabic association, the hetter notes are

easier. Thus, d' ta may he quite easy, hut f ta or

s ta, or dl ta f, or 1 ta s are very difficult to the
singer simply because he has not been accustomed
to any association of interval or mental effect

between those syllables : but write the same inter-

vals in the true way as 'd f, and "r f, and '''s f d,

and 'm f r, and their relation and mental effect are

perceived at once. Again r de r may be easy, but
r de t| de r or 1| t| de r are much more easily under-
stood when they are written truly as 'l, se, ba, se, 1,

and >m ba se 1. Again m fe s fe m re m becomes
quite simple when it is written with its proper men-
tal effects thus, 1, t, d t| 1| se| 1,,—and d d ma r d
loses all its mystic look when it is written l^ 1| d t| 1|.

72. Analysis of Transition. — The following

analysis of some of the Transitions in the Additional

Exercises, part I, of "Standard Course," will be of

service to the student. See " Seven points," par. 70.

Add. Ex., page 12, so. 2, m. 1. 1st, First sharp.

2nd, customary Approach to Cadence
|
d : f : s

1 1 : dl in the Bass : and distinguishing tone. 3rd,

^D. 4th, Extended. 5th, Departing from the Pri-

oipalkey. 6th, Gradual. 7th, Bright Effect. The
returning Transition is 1st, First flat. 2nd, distin-

guishing tone. 3rd. None, but the cadence chord
of the last key. 4th, Extended. Sth, Returning
from Subordinate. 6th, Sudden. 7th, Effect of f.

S^w to Observe Harmony.

Add. Ex., p. 12, so. 4, m. 4, 1st, First sharp. 2nd,
fe. 3rd, 'i-Ei. 4th, Cadential. Sth, Departing
from Principal. 6th, Q-radual. 7th, Tender effect.
The return is 1st, First flat. 2nd, Sense of new
commencement. 3rd, "S. 4th, Extended. 5th,

Returning from Subordinate. 6th, Gradual. 7th,
Convenience.

Add. Ex., p. 14, 4, 3. 1st, First sharp. 2nd, fe

The sense of new commencement may well be
pleaded for making the transition begin with the
section, and for writing it in the better notes, but
the rapid movemont allows it little more than a
cadential effect. 3rd, ^Hb, or ^D. 4th, Cadential
or Extended. 5th, Departingfrom Principal. 6th,
Q-radual. 7th, Tender effect, preparing for the
Transitional Imitation which follows. The return
is 1st, First flat. 2nd, f. 3rd, ^S. 4th, Extended.
Sth, Returaing from Subordinate. 6th, Gradual.
7th, Effect of f in Bass and Soprano.

Add. Ex., p. 32, 4, 2. 1st, First flat. 2nd, ta.

3rd, None. 4th, Passing. Sth, Departing from
Principal. 6th, Sudden. 7th, Effect of ta. The
return is 1st, First sharp. 2nd, t. 3rd', 'R. 4th,

Extended. 5th, Returning from Subordinate. 6th,

Gradual. 7th, Effect of t.

Add. Ex., p. 22, 3, 1. 1st, First sharp. 2nd, fe (in

Tc). 3rd, None. 4th, Passing, but would have been
Cadential if it had not been followed by so com-
plete a Cadence in the old key. Sth, Departing.
6th, Sudden. 7th, Effect of fe. The return i.s 1st,

First flat. 2nd, An end-of-thc-liue cadence. 3rd,

"S*. 4tb^ Extended. Sth, Returning. 6th, Gradual.
7th, Convenience.

Add. Ex., p. 21. 1. 4. 1st, First sharp. 2nd,

Approach to Cadence, and fe. 3rd, ^D. 4th,

Extended, that is going beyond a Cadence. Sth,

Departing. 6th, Gradual. 7th, Bright effect.

The return is 1st, First flat. . 2nd, ta (in Rl. 3rd,

none. 4th, Extended. Sth, Returning. 6th, Sud-
den. 7th, to prepare a contrast between s 1 ta, in

one key, and s 1 1 in another.

Add. Ex., p. 20, 1, 3. 1st, First sharp. 2nd,

Sense of new commencement and fe. 3rd, "^Fi.

4th, Extended. Sth, Departing. 6th, Gradual.

7th, Tender effect of new t, and brightening effect

of the Cadence. The return is 1st, First flat. 2ud,

Sense of new commencement and ta in Bass. 3rd,

"Si. 4th, Extended. Sth, Returning. 6th, Grad-
ual. 7th, Convenience.
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Add. Ex., p. 24, 2, I. 1st, First sharp. 2iid, Form
of melody in the Air :t.s |m would have been
very unwonted. The Transition might be taken a
measure later. 3rd, ^D. 4th, Extended. 5th,

Departing. 6th, Gradual. 7th, Tender and
brightening effect. The first return, D.C. is, Ist,

First flat. 2nd, Sense of new commencement, and
ta in Bass. 3rd, "S. 4th, Extended. 5th,

Returning. 6th, Gradual. 7th, Convenience.

The second return, p. 25, 1, 3, is 1st, First flat. 2ud,
Sense of new commencement. 3rd, I'S. 4th,

Extended. 5th, Keturning. 6th, Grradual. 7th,

Convenience.

Add. Ex., p. 19, 3, 1. 1st, First flat. 2nd, ta in

Bass. 3rd, ^D4. 4th, Extended. Sth, Departing.

6th, Gradual. 7th, Subduing Effect of new f. The
return is, 1st, First sharp. 2nd, the new t in 'Tc.

3rd, ^F. 4th, Extended. 5th, Keturning. 6th,

Gradual. 7th Brightening effect of a confident

close, prepared by the contrasted effect of previous
key.

73. Chromatic fe.—When we studied U. 90, we
observed that the chord following the onein which fe

stood became, in mental effect, the Tonic of a new
key. Listen to it again, noticing the effect «

Now, listen to the second section of il. 101, and
notice whether fe there helps to create a new key
in your mind. « " No, certainly not a new key,
but it produces a peculiar effect." Well, then, let

us enquire wht/ it does not lead, as before, to a new
key, and let us analyse that peculiar effect which it

does produce. Into what chord has the fe of tran-

sition always moved hitherto ? Look at ils. 90 to

93, and then answer. " Always into the chord S,

which is only the D of its own key disguised by the
improper form of denoting transition." Yes, fe

was always the t in the chords S, 'S, Ti, or 'T,
going to the new D. Is that the case in the second
section of U. 101 ? How does the fe move ? " In-
to Dc of the old key." Yes, and in the old
oadential place of Dc. That cannot be mistaken

;

it has the Dominant tone of the old key at thebottom
of the chord and the Tonic above it ; and besides,

if Dc were translated by the ear into Fe of the new
key, it would mean nothing—^would be out of place
for no Habit suggests it. Listen to the effect of

this new progression of fe
;
peculiar as it is, does it

make you in the least doubtful of the key? •
"No, it even seems to make the key stronger."
yes, it disturbs,! for a moment, your sense of the

old key, by threatening to leate it, ooly to embrace it

Mow to Obserie Si rmmy.
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again with the tighter grasp. This peculiar effect,

whether produced by fe or any other tone, we call
I Chromatic. It is well adapted for excited passion-

I
ate expression. If the chord in this case were
transitional what would you call it? "('S4.)"
Yes, but as it is Chromatic we will call it '""'Rb.

We put in the fe to distinguish it from 'E».
Before we leave il. ]01, notice the transition at the
begiimiug of the fourth measure. It is like that
in the third section of U. 100. They are both
Sudden, but that is a sudden transition from the
original key, this from the transition key—making
the Return very marked.
a. Listen to il. 102, and notice the two fe's in the
second section. • What chord does the second fe

enter ? "Do of the old key, in its old oadential place,
fe cannot disturb the key there ; it is chromatic."
Yes, the case is like that of il. 101, except that fe

stands in a different chord. If this chord were
producing a transitional effect what would you call

it? "(T4.)" Yes, but being chromatic we call it

FEi. Now, tell me what chord the first fe enters ?
" 'S." Can that-be translated into the D of a new
key ? " No, it is the Unquestionable Dominant
Seventh (p. 7) of the old key ; it cannot be mis-
taken." Then, here again we have a ohromatio fe
which instead of changing the key only declares
more loudly its loyalty to the old. Before we leave
il. 102, let us compare this first fe with the case of
Sudden Transition in il. 101. That might have
been written :'fe | f, like this instead of ;t |

'if^

and then we should have taken it, at first sight for
a chromatic. But the t is not like a new fe threaten-

ing transition without accomplishing it ; it is

simply the t of the then- existing key. It is the ta
which is new ; and that does not merely threaten a
Sudden Transition, but accomplishes it. Neverthe-
less, the felt fact that this t does not belong to the
original key gives it in some small degree the effect

of a new Chromatic fe. Listen again to the whole
of ils. 101 and 102, and notice the effects. «
b. listen to il. 103, noticing the effect of fe in the
second section; does it change the key or is it

Chromatic ? *

II. 103. KBT A. Dr. Crotch.

d
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" Chromatic." What makes you feel that the music
has not left the original key ? " The chord which
carries fe has not moved into Do or into 'S as

before; it has actually moved into the chord S
which in il. 90 we felt to he only a disguised D !

"

No, it is not S but *S ; it is *S on the seoond-last-

acoent of the cadence, its habitual place when help-

ing to decide the key. If we were to try and make
it transitional Tb moving to *D—a chord which has

itself to be resolved,—it would make a quite unre-

cognizable "Dominant to Tonic." Notice that

this chromatic fe occurs most frequently just before

the second-last accent of the cadence, in the

habitual place of E4 as in U. 101, or of Fi as in ils.

102 and 103. "We can try the effect of substituting

f for fe in each of these cases. * Listen again to

U. 103, and name the chords. *

74. SnmmaryofChromatics,—^Achromatiochord

ia (in nearly aU cases) a chord which is capable of

moving into the next chord so as to create a tran-

sition, but which, instead of that, actually resolves

into some very characteristic chord of the old key.

It is a transition nipped in the bud. There are

only two or three chromatic chords, rarely occur-

ring, which could not be resolved transitionally;

See "Common Places of Music." fe is the only

chromatic tone we have studied ; we have found it

in the chords '^^Ei and FB4. It also occurs in

*Il and 'FB. We luive found it resolving into De,

'S and *S. D4 is also accepted as an effective chro-

matic assertion of the old key. See p. 112,

II. 104. KEY E.
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THE TENTH STEP.

75. Sectional Relation.—Cadence relation was
studied pp. 45, 46. See also St. Co. p. 69 where it

s shown that a more or less expectant cadence
made a conclusive cadence necessary, and so created

a feeling of suitableness one to the other like the
"Harmony"' of well contrasted colours. But in order
to make a good tune there must be something more
than an orderly relation of cadences. The whole
section (including its melody and harmony) must
carry with it some mark of relationship to the
other sections, something to show that the different

sections belong to one another, are part of the same
whole. There must be something in the melody of

one section, something in its Ehythm, something in
the motion of its parts, which reminds you of

related things in another section. For a very
beautiful tune there must be even more than this

dry sense of unity ; the sections must follow each
other with natural development of feelings—in a,

connected flow of ideas. Now let us find for our-

selves what are the little links which connect) in

our minds, one section with another. Many of the
illustrations given above have no pretension what-
ever to beauty of relation ; it was impossible to

secure this when we had a very limited number of

chords and were obliged to illustrate certain chord
progressions. Some of them, therefore, have little

or no relation between the sections and many of

them have only contrasted cadences or contrary

motion in the cadence melodies of either Air or

Bass. But all the really good tunes, haye cadence
relation strongly marked.

76.—^by Contrary Uotion.— Listen to il. 65. *
What is there in the second section which makes you
feel that it belongs to the first ? " One has the

expectant cadence, the other the conclusive." Yes,

but what else is there ? What for example in the

Soprano part of the two sections ? " One goes up
and the other goes down." Yes, they move in a
contrary direction but with similar intervals.

This is called contrary motion. You must
also notice that at the last step in these cases

the contrary motion ch.^nges into similar; each

section goes downward in its close. Listen again

and notice how very strongly ono reminds you of

the other. • What is there in the Bass part?
" One goes down and the other goes up." Yes, but

not with so perfect a similarity of interval as in the

Soprano, although the contrary motion is clearly

felt. Notice that wo are not hero studying the

Bote to Oiterve Sarmony.

relation of parts within a section, but the relation
of one section to another.

Listen to il. 58. * What is the melodic relation
in the Soprano part ? "

|
d' : ml

1
1 : - goes up down

but |rl :t
I

dl goes down up." Yes, the melodies
do not move stepwise as before ; they wave ; we
may call this a case of contrary Waving. You may
notice something of the same kind in the Bass.
Listen to it again, and notice how thoroughly well
related the two sections are. In both the instances
now studied the contrasted cadences strengthen the
feeling of relation.

Listen to il. 66. • What is the relation of these
two sections in the Soprano f " The first goes up
:s |l:t

I

d', and the second goes down :s |f:m|r."
Yes, and then it adds a final cadence. A rather
poor example of contrary opening, with similar
close, is in the Soprano of U. 66, but as the second
section starts from the same tone as the first, this
little bit of contrary motion is clearly felt.

77.—by Similar Motion.—Listen toil. 17.» Hero
there is no marked bond of expectant and conclu-
sive cadence. What other bond is there P " The
Soprano closes both go down-ward with only a
third difierence in pitch." Yes, and the Tenor
closes do the same. When you hear the second
phrase you cannot help being reminded of the
first, whether or not you happen to notice what it

is that reminds you. In music we are constantly
feeUug efiects without noticing the causes, but
when we do see the causes we enjoy the efiects
more fully and perfectly. In il. ' 27 we have a
case of not very strong relation in which the
Soprano of the second section repeats the Bass of
the first, while the Bass of the second imitates it.

Listen to il. 67. * What is the bond of unity
between the two phrases ? " The expectant
answered by the conclusive cadence." Yes, but
what else? "The Soprano of the second section
reminds us of the first." Yes, it opens with a
similar waving for four intervals (that is four inter-
vals move in the same directions though they may
not be of the same kind) but it adds a cadence.
This similar motion, plus-cadence, is a very com-
mon bond of unity in the Air of a chant. Listen
toil. 82. * What is the bond hare? "Thesamoas
the last, except that the second d interferes with
the fiow of the imitation." Yes, and that d is only
an ornamental dissonance leading to t|.
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78,—by Ehythmic Imitation, ia the imitation ty
one section of a Ehythmio form which has just

occurred in a correspoiidmn pari of another section,

liisten to il. 88.* What is the Ehythmio form used in

the Soprano closes of each section ? " Traa taa-tai
XRAA." You feel that these Rhythms help to

make the sections belong to one another, and that
the contrary motion of the melody, does not at all

weaken the relation. Listen again and notice the
Tenor. * " There we have the same Rhythm with
similar motion." Yes, and you will notice that the
Rhythms are in corresponding places ; they are
both in the cadence. You may have the same
Rhythm in both sections, but if they are not in
corresponding places they convey no sense of rela-

tionship, as in ils. 82, 85. Listen to il. 80 ; there
you have the same Rhythm in the two sections, but
does it occur in corresponding places? » "Not
quite, and yet one reminds us of the other." It

does, because though the "places" do not corres-

pond if reckoned back from the cadence, yet they
both stand in the middle of the imitation phrase,
and are truly corresponding places. The same may
be said of the Tenor of this chant, where the con-
trary waving makes the Rhythms perhaps a little

leas noticeable. See more on the subject of
Rhythmic Imitation, St. Co. pp. 37, 70.

79.—by Development of Feeling.—Just aa we look
at any lyric song, or psalm, or hymn, and expect to
find in its opening the declaration of some thought
or sentiment—in its progress the rising and falling

of appropriate emotions—and in its dose the quiet
or excited conclusion of the whole matter,—so in
any tune which is to interest our minds there must
be thia same golden thread of emotional unity. In
St. Co. p. 70, some illuatrations of this subject are
given under the fifth requirement of the Analysis
of musical form in the Exs. 133, 135, 137. Listen
to U. 68. » Let us take the first section as the
aasertion of some thought or emotion. Now listen

again, and notice the second section. Is there
nothing more in it than this quiet assertion p "Yea,
there ia more feeling." "Well then, as these two
sections make a Period, we will write down on the
blackboard la Assertion. li Feeling. Now
listen again and notice the third section. » Wliich
of the previous sections is it related to ? " The
first." What is the difference? "The third sec-
tion is more excited." Then we will write down

/ Ila More excited assertion. Listen again and
notice the fourth section. » Which of the previous

sections does it most remind you of? "The
second." Well the second section expressed feel-

ing, what is the difference ? " You feel more sure
about it." Yes, it is a similar feeling more confi-

dently expressed. We can then write down the
emotional form of this tune as follows

I« Assertion.

IA Feeling.

Ila More excited Assertion.

ID More confident Feeling.

Let us now notice the Melodic and Harmonic Rela-
tions which have bound these sections together and
contributed to produce this beautiful emotional
form. In analysing cadences, p. 45 we noticed

that the second cadence of a double chant, bears

the chief relation to the final cadence, and that the
first cadence is commonly related to the third. In
fact the double chant consists of two Periods of
two sections each. In this chant what is the
relation between the second and fourth sections ?
" Similar closes and similar opnnings of Soprano."
What between the first and third ? " Contrary
wavings of Soprano." Yes, and notice also that
the first and second are related by similar closes,"

and again the fii-st and last.

Listen to il. 59. « If we call the first section
an Assertion of Sentiment what would you call the
second ? " "Very excited Feeling." Yea, we may
write down the first Period thus, la Assertion.
li Strong peeling. Listen again and notice the
third section. * "What is the effect ? " It is

quieter." Yea, it is not only quieter than the

second section, but it ia a quiet contrast to the first.

The first mounts upward from S| to d, and the third

wavea quietly downward from m to t|. We may
call it a quieter and less earnest Asaertion. Listen

again, and notice the fourth section. * What is

the effect ? " StUl more subdued feeling." We
may then write down the second Period thus. Ha
Quieter Assertion. IK Quieter Feeling. The
whole Emotional Form wiU atand thus,

Ifl Assertion.

IA Strong Feelino.

Ila Quieter AaaERTiON.

IIA Quieter Feeling.

80.—to the Poipt of Excitement%-The place of

greateat excitement is the thing which chiefly distin-

guishes one tune from another, and in observing a
tune, we must notice both the character of thig

Mow to Observe Harmont/. •which is Rometimes the exdtement of depression.
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ihusi cal pointof excitement,and the place it oooupiea,

just as in studying a group of statuary we should
observe the principal figure, or in a picture the

point of brightest light or most marked efifect, or

in a work of Architecture the character and posi-

tion of the towei: or the spire. In il. 68, the excite-

ment is in the Ila section; compare this with ils. 61

and 90. In il. 59 the excitement is in the IS sec-

tion ; compare it with il. 35. In il. 97 the excite-

ment seems to culminate in the Tib section.

81. Analysis of Sectional Belation.—This sub-

ject is more fully developed in my little books
entitled "Musical Theory," Books I, II, III. But,
to give the pupil confidence in the principles here

announced, it is well that he should, even here, test

by his own ear and judgment, the following brief

analyses of the simpler pieces in Additional Exer-
cises.

" Gtod Speed &e.," p. 1, has two Periods of two
Sections each, lb is a simple repetition of la. lis

has an excited succession of descending Phrases

answering to the short ascending phrases which
open the previous sections. 114 glorifies and
repeats the musical assertion which closed the first

section ; the Rhythmic imitation being exact. The
emotional form corresponds generally with the

first form given above. The Point, however, is in

Hb ; so that we may modify the description thus

la Assertion.

lb Wakmer Assertion.

Ila Excited peelino.

Ub Bold and brilliant Assertion.

" Jackson's," p. 2,has two Periods of t/ires Sections
each, lb opens with a descending phrase reminding
us, by contraries, of the opening of la ; it closes with
similar motion changing to contrary. Ic starts a
fifth higher than lb but takes the same downward
directionof its phrases ; it contains thepoint of great-

est excitement in the first period. Ila reminds us, in
its opening a step lower of In and in its close it imi-
tates the wavings of lb. Ub starts on the same note

as Ila, and has the same tones in the middle, but

ascends more boldly both before and after. lie on
the contrary, by its emphatic / and quiet descent,

hushes the excitement of IJb. The Point in this

Period is Ub. The " emotional form " is,

la Qdiet Assertion.

lb Rismo peelinq.

Ic Bold confidence.

Ila Renewed assertion.

Ub More excited peeling.

IIo Quiet assurance.

"The Fortune Hunter," p. 4, has two Periods of
two Sections each, lb opens with similar ascend-
ing motion to la and closes with contrary descend-
ing motion. Both Ila and 114 have a downward
motion in contradistinction with the openings of
both la and 14,—114 beginning a third higher than
Ila. The Point 'of the whole is evidently at 114.

Its emotional form is

la Assertion of bright peeling.

14 Stronger Assertion op the same.

Ila An outburst op gaiety.

114 A more bold and resolute utterance op the
SAME.

"How beautiful," p. 12, has three Periods oi two
Sections each. The first Period closes with the ^D
cadence, the second with a ^D',,the third being in
the Air giving a feeling of expectancy. The last

Pciriod replies in the D cadence. The internal ca-
dences of each Period are as follows, I '84", ^D.
II W, SD'. Ill P', D. The closing sections of

the first and second Periods are chiefly descending
in the melody. The close of the last Period replies

to them with a bold ascending passage. The reply
of Ilia to la is very obvious, and the imitation by
114 of 14, a step lower ia necessarily felt by the ear.

The rhythmical relation between Ila and la both
using TAA-efe in corresponding places also impresses
the mind. Thus there ia not a single section which
does not bear its manifest relation to other sections.

All the forces of the tune gather up their strength
for the last section which contains the Point of
excitement. The emotional form is

I Declaration op a SentiiIient.

H An elegant but less emphatic repetition op
the same.

ni A.BOLD re-assertion OP THE SENTIMENT GIVING
RISE TO-STRONG PEELING.

82. Summary of Sectional Belation.—The means
by which one part of a tune shews its connection
with the other parts are as follows :—1st, Melodic
Relation, when one section imitates the other by
repetition or by contrary, or similar motion. This
ia moat felt when in the highest part, next when in

the Baas, but also felt in the~ inner parts. 2nd,

Sow to Observe Harmon]/.
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Khythmio relation, when similar rhythms are used

in corresponding places of two answering sections.

3rd, Cadence relation, principal cadences being

employed to close Periods and inferior cadences to

close internal sections, and the principal cadences

answering to each other. 4th, Relation to some one

Point of excitement or depression characterising

the tune. And oth, A connected flow of ideas or

a natural development of feeling.

83. Three-part Harmony.—^At par. 41, p. 30, it

was said that certain exceptional chords were used

in three-part harmony, and in par. 51, p. 43, 44,

reference is also made to the principles which

necessitate a difference hetweeu three and four-part

harmony. Let us now ohserve some of these

differences and the reasons for them. Ils. 107 and

108, are the same in Bass and Soprano as il. 35, let

us compare them with that il. section by section.

Listen to the first section in each. *

II. 107. KEY G. The same as il. 35., arranged
for S.C.B.

n
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this section in il. 107." Is this the case in il. 108 ?

"No." Can you explain the difference F • The
middle part in il. 108 is well within the easy range
of a Tenor voice, but the middle part of il. 107
would be, nearly all of it quite above it ; on the
other hand the middle part of il. 107 is similarly

well placed for a Contralto voice, which could'
indeed take the lower sounds written in il. 108 for
the Tenor, but not so effectively. [All this should
be carefully shown on the Voice Modulator, see St.

Co. p. 106.] Besides this it is found pleasanter in
harmony for the upper parts to be kept as far above
the Bass as is at all convenient. Therefore if the
Tenor in il. 108 could easily take the middle part
as it stands in il. 107, the harmony would sound
better ; but it cannot. Listen to the same section

again; what do you notice on the fir^t chord?
"II. 108 ohMiges from S to 'S in order to get a
smooth melody by the help of f." What do you
potice on the fourth pulse P " That il. 108 omits
the Thirdiii 'S." Xes, this is not uncommon in

three-part harmony, and is allowed, see p. 44. In
il. 107 the same chord is changed from 'Sc into

Ti; of course the chord is not so strong but the
melody is brought into a better part of the Con-
tralto voice. What do you notice in the sixth

pulse ? " In il. 107 the chord is changed from S4
to Ta." No, we must not call it Ta because the

diminished fifth of T could not be inserted there.

It would make a very undesirable cadence, even if

the f were resolved. We shall be obliged to call it

Sb om, see p. 44. Listen to the fourth section in

each. * What do you notice on the fourth pulse ?

" That il. 108 omits the Eoot of the chord, for we
could not call it the unmeaning chord MS," (see p.

39). Yes, we wUl call it Dc om. Three-part har-

mony often has recourse to this contrivance. Now
let us compare Us; 109 and 110 with il. 33. Listen

to the first section in each. •

II.

n
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Yes, a composer naturally and necessarily notices

these points, but even the observer will enjoy his

music better when he sees how well the voices are

- placed. Notice that this adaptation of parts to the

compass of the voices sometimes makes it necessary

to change the chord itself as in the third sections of

ils. 109 and 110, in the second section, fourth

pulse of il. 110 (see par. 41, p 30), also fourth sec-

tion, third pulse of il. 109i Notice another case of

Si om, in U. 110, section 4, pulse 1. Notice the

necessity of bald unisons, not unfrequent in three

part harmony, in il. 107, section 4, pulse 6, and il.

110, section 2, pulse 3. Observe also an imperfect

cadence in the final close of il. 110, which is only
excusable where a smooth Contralto, or Tenor have
to be used for the lowest part instead of a boldly

moving Bass.

a. Summary.—^We have found that in three-part

harmony the fifth of the chord is frequently

omitted, that the substitutional chords T and E are

frequently used and that even Unison, and omitted
Eoots, must occasionally be allowed. The causes

of these changes are first the necessity of not omit-

ting the Root and Third of a chord, second, the
necessity of good and varied melody in the

parts, and third, the necessity for the parts being
made to lie in the best region of the voice for

which they are written.

84. Two-part Harmony is necessarily less strict

than three or four-part harmony, in reference to

constitution and position of chords and the omis-
sion of Roots, and is more free in its use of substi-

tutional chords ; but it is more strict in its avoidance
of consecutives and in the requirement of good
relation between the only two parts. Although
two parts cannot possibly make a chord, yet there
are reasons in " Musical Statics " which make them
suggest a chord, and every effort is made in two-
part harmony to indicate the key, the cadence and
the chord progression, as far as two-part harmony
can do it. Listen to ils. Ill and 112, and compare
them with il. 35. •

II. 111. KEY G. S.O.

n
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well known Bass movement. STotice the tlurd sec-
tion of each. » In ils. Ill and 112, there are bald
octaves, excused by nonti'ary or oblique motion.
In the fourth section of il. Ill, notice the chord P
changed into what the habits of the ear would
make us call EA if we had to fill up the chord. In
U. 112, second and fourth cadences, notice how bare
fifths are allowed for the sake of cadential habits.

For fuller studies of this kind of harmony see
"Common Places," p. 62.

85. Fart-pnlse I&cidentals.—^We have already,

p. 39 to 42, studied the ornamental Consonant tones
on the weak part of a pulse,—the Bye-tone, the
Consonant Passing-tone and the Secondary chord.
These were all essential parts (Eoot, Third, or Fifth)
or otherwise consonant in the chord ia which they
stood, and being consonant their interposition pre-
vented the ear from feeling the effect of oonseoutives.
This is not the case with the tones we are now about
to study. The Dissonant and Incidental tones strike

sometimesonthe fore part and sometimes on the after

part of a chord. Let us take those which strike on
the after part, the weaker part, first.

86. After-stroke Incidentals.— The apologies
best accepted by the ear for these Incidentals are
that they are Passing, Anticipating, Waving,
Hanging, and Gruiding.

a. Passing-tones.—Listen to il. 113, and notice the
first chord ; what are the Essential tones of this

chord (i •

II.
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in the Baas of the the third section, with a conso-

nant companion. Notice also f and 1 as Passing-

tones in the chord of J). The 1 is not really

dissonant to anything that is actuallyisounded with

it, hut heing an intruder into the chord, and a
fcompanion of the dissonance, it is treated as one.

Listen to each of the ils. 113 and 114, hoth with

and without their Passing-tones and say what is

the use of them. " They make the parts smooth.

They give liveliness to the music." Yes, and they

also supply occasionally pretty passages of imita-

tion. Compare the Bass of the third section in U.

114 with the Soprano of the fourth. The italic

p is the sign for a part-pulse Passing-tone, 2p for

two Passing-tones, &o.

h. Anticipation-tones.—Listen toil. 115, and notice

the third chord of the second section ; are m and d
Passing-tones ? *

II. 115. KEY G. Kent.

s
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"It waves down." Yes, we call it a downward
Waving-tone. These Waving-tones only disturb

the peace of the chord by a'momentary wilfulness.

'Xhey are very pleasant when larely and tastefully

used. Their sign in Analysis is the italic w.

d. hanging-tones.—Listen to 11. 117, and notice t|

in the first chord of the last section ; is it pleasant F *
" Not very." Biit it is quite allowable, for though
not connected with the tone which follows, it hangs
on to the chord tone. We give the name Hanging-
tone to a tone which is thus connected by one step

upward or downward with the chord tone. Sudi
tones are generally introduced either for the sake of

imitation, or for companionship with some other

weak pulse dissonance. Their symbol is hff.

e. Guiding-tones.—Listen to il. 118, and notice the

third chord of the third section; what apology
has rP *

II.

d't
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What is the chord ? " T"." What is the intruder f

"m." How does it resolve P " By a step upwarrf."

How is it prepared P "By a step from below."

Yes, it is this stepwise motion which apologises for it.

These TJnder-Ohlique Fore-strokes, as we caU them,

are not common. Their sign is u.o.

A. Waving Forestrohea.— listen to il. 122, and
notice the second pulse. •

II. 122. KEY A.
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What is the chord P " Fe." What is the
intruder P "r." How is it prepared P "It is like

the Waving-tone we had amongst the After-

strokes." Yes, and we call it a Waving Fore-
stroke. It sometimes waves upward, sometimes
downward. Its sign is u>./. Notice how these
Incidentals promote imitation. Listen to the Air
of the third section imitating that of the first sec-

tion a third higher. Notice also the Tenor of the
fourth section imitating the Air of the third.

Observe that the " run " in the first section is made
by the help of Fore-strokes, and the corresponding
one in the third section, by the help of After-strokes.

It is plain that the liarmoniser con in such cases, treat

either the first or the second tone of the pulse as

the intruder. If he chooses the first, he produces
bright Fore-strokes, if the second, smooth After-

strokes.

e. Unprepared Forestrokes.—Listen to il. 123, and
notice the third chord of the last section. *

II. 123. KEY G.
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I
' ' ' I

Is it horizontally or Obliquely prepared ? " Ko, it is

unprepared." But it is briglit and pleasant if not
too much used. "We call it an Unprepared Fore-
stroke and mark it «. Some would regard the

occurence of the same tone in the previous chord,

though in another part as a sort of indirect

preparation.

88. Less common Incidentals.—Listen to il.

124, and notice the second pulse. *

G.O.II. 124. KEY
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SIGNS & SYMBOLS OF DISSONANCES.
—!'

NAME or DISSONANCE.
STHBOL. TTbED thus. AbBBBTIATION. UslED THUS.

Horizontal Forestroke — DAD
4— A

Oblique „
— F o *P

w I
4—

W 1 Upward oblique „
- D m *D

§ 1
2-- «o

"1 [- ^ J

Unprepared „ < ^ -q

f 7V

V

9A ( M "P
u

f-- D
Passing Tone < ^ ^

D j

ou . Guiding Tone ^ . Tt ( a

W I ( A )

« D
a

"Waving Tone < ^^ jj

Anticipation Tone < -rv

t ^ . m V ' } ia D
Hanging Tone < D ( *y

Bye-tone (consonant part- .J Dj h/f D
pulse Incidental) | > **"

Sow to Observe Sarmony.
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THE ELEVENTH STEP.

90. The Modes.—In St. Co., p. 83, it is shown
how in the old times, when Melody alone was culti-

vated, the Scale was used in various "Modes."
The composer gave a character to his tune, by-

making some one tone of the Scale the most pro-
minent and effective. In one tune one tone, in
another tune another was thus honoured, and some-
times the tune "Modulated," or changed the tone
which it brought into prominence. Thus the old
melodists had what we may call the Dos mode, the
Eay mode, &o. They gave effect to a tone by
placing it under an accent, or in a dose, and by
eitiieifalling upon it from the fifth tone above, or
leaving it for that over -fifth. The power of the
over-fifth to give emphasis, is not fully explained

;

but we know that the fifth is the first sound which
appears after the octave in the series of Harmonics,
whether we refer to the artijicial Harmonics pro-
duced by blowing into a tube with more and more

'

force, or to the natural Harmonies (or more properly
Partials) which go to make the pecuHar quality of
a tone in reed or stringed instruments. At p. 3, of
the present work, it is shown that as soon as a cer-
tain chord is chosen for the Tonic the principles of
modern Harmony require it to have two attendants,—one buHt on the over-fifth, the Dominaat, and
anotheron its uuder-fifth,the Sub-dominant. These
are the Principal chords of a key ; other chords, as
those of the Super-Tonic,.the Sub-mediant, and the
Leading tone are Subordinate and Substitutional.

See the first chord Modulator, p. 30. This "modal
usage " we called Chord Eelation, and in the Illus-

trations as far as the Eighth Step we have been
studying those habits of the ear—iiiose established
and accepted "Chord Relations" — which have
gradually grown up during the last 200 yearsin con-
nection with what we may now call the Doh Mode.
The early harmonists tried to apply this same prin-
ciple of Chord Relation to the other Melodic Modes.
Let us take U. 22 with its Tonic and Dominant
cadences, and try the effect of changing its mode.

a. Chord Eelation.—^It will now be convenient to
have distinct names for that system of Chord
Relation which modem Harmony has established.

The first or principal tone of a Mode is called its

Tonic, the second its Super-Tonic,, the third its

Mediant, the fourth its Sub-dominant, the fifth its

Dominant, the sixth its Sub-mediant, the seventh
its Leading tone.

How to Observe Harmonf/,

b. The Ray^ Mode.—If we suppose ray to be the
Tonic of il. 22, the effect will be the same as
though we had made two flat removes on the Modu-
lator, or as though all the music had moved one step
up without altering the former place of the little

steps. If r is the Tonic of the Ray Mode, what is

the Dominant? "1." What is the Sub-dominant ?
" s." Listen to the Air of il. 126 (it can be played
from the Staff Notation of U. 22, if the player
simply supposes the signature to be that of three
flats), and notice how truly the mental effect of r
is brought out in the last cadence. «

II. 126. KEY EIj. StsF. (nay mode of il. 11.)

i
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Me Mode, the Fah mode, and the Te Mode, of the

Ancients could not well he harmonized on modem
piihciples are fully given. Let us now study the Lah
Mode. If lis the Tonic what is theDominant? "m."

Suh-dominant? "r." II. 127 is the same chant

written in the Lah Mode (it can he played from the

Staff Notation of il. 22, if the player wiU only

imagine the signature to be that of four flats).

Listen to its cadences. •

II. 127. KEV Ab. ZiaF. (Lah mode of il. 22.J
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li,. 138. KEY G. L is E. Compare il. 24.

d
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II. 133. KEY D. L is B. Compare il. 47.

1
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What is the Chord Relation of the third chord ?

"Dominant Seventh." What does that chord
generally resolve into ? " Tonic." Does it do so

here ? " No, hut into the chord which corresponds
with Major L." Yes, it is the Dominant Seventh
moving to the Suh-mediant. It is the Miaor " Sur-
prise cadence." Its last chord we wiU call Miaor
F. The Edternative Suh-mediant in the Minor ba
is not used in this case. Listen to the whole of il.

136, and name the chords. •

93. Differences of Major and Minor.—Some of

the chordal hahits to which we have heen accus-
tomed in the Major Mode cannot be carried out in

the Minor Mode, on account of its peculiar
structure and its alternative tones. Let us study
these cases.

listen to il. 137, and compare it sectionbysection

with il. 35. »

II. 137. KEY Bb- i is G. Compare il. 35. G-.O.

n :n
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Listen to il. 139, and comparo it \rith il. 65.

II. 139. KEY 0. L is A. Compare il. 65.

n :1

1 :n'

d :1|

t :-

se:-

n :-

r'
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cadence. The Bass might hare been made
|d : t, |1| . From this we leam that the pro-

gression
I
L : Si

I
D in the Major cannot he

imitated in the Minor, and that although in the

Minor the use of S8 instead of s ia the rule, the use

of ba instead of f is the exception. "What differ-

ence do you notice in the second section P " The
Air ia altered ; it should be:f.t." Yes, but the

tritone f to t is very unmelodic, and ba so is

smoother. The ba is harmonically treated as an
upward Oblique Forestrobe, in the chord of ' '"Md.
Thus far we have seen ba to be more desirable in

melody than in harmony.

Listen to il. 143, and compare it with il. 53. •

11. 143. KBY G. Z is K
n' d :m f :— f m il, r :r d :

—

'-^rn'-'r-r-
Notice on the third-last pulse the coupled dissonance

' M, corresponding in the Minor with' *'S. Notice

that Minor S is used in the a position in the first

cadence instead of the 4 position, which is suggested

by the corresponding Major, for the reasons given,

p. 79, il. X37. Notice also that the b position of

Minor T ia used instead of the a position suggeated

by the Major, firat, because the a position is not

uaed without a 7th, aud next, beoau.se the change
enables ua to avoid in the Contralto the unmelodic
j^Togression f| to seg.

93. Modulation means, properly, change of

Mode. This may or may not be associated with
diange of Key. TAat is Transition. Let us first

study Simple Modulation.

—lo Relative Minor.—Listen to il. 144. •

II. 144. KET
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j^jT-rr^Tf r rr

^
What is its effect? "It brightens the music."

How is this done ? " By going into the Major.''

Yes, in the course of a Minor tune d is treated as a

Tonic; indeed the first cadence is in the Major.

This Modulation from the Minor to the Eelative

Major causes the same kind of hrightening effect in

Minor tunes, which is produced in Major tunes by-

transition to the first sharp key.

94. Transitional Modulation is Transition to

the Relative Major orEelativeMinorof another key.

—to First Jiat Minor.—Listen to il. 146, and
notice the second section. •

II. 146. KEY F.
(i^om " Congregational CJhuroh Music." By permisaion.)

" :f 'd :-.r

s, :—

m :-.f
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Subordinate key G, then existing, it passes to the
first flat key. Let us study this on the Modulator,
To what does it move ? " To D, the first sharp key
of G." Is there between the keys and D any
Transmutation chord ? " No, it is a sudden Tran-
sition." It is sudden as regards the two Oscillating
keys, but the intervening chord is the Subdominant
of the previous key and the Tonic of the original
key of the piece. Note that in il. 100 p. 54, both
Tonic and Dominant of the original key intervene
between the two Oscillating keys. To what key
does the Oscillation return ? "To the previous
key, G, but in the Minor Mode." Now listen to
th^ il. again and study the fifth section. • 'With
what key does it begin ? " It goes suddenly from
key 6 Lah Mode to key I\" Yes, it does ; but the
ear is always ready to imagine the original key.
If we do this, and if we suppose the first chord to
ibe in the original key, then this fifth section con-
tains the same Oscillation from and to the original
key, which the third section shewed us from and to
the key of its Dominant, G. This in fact seems to
be the effect on the mind in listening to the tuno

;

the second Period is felt to begin with an Oscillation
in the Dominant, and the third period to reply to it

with a corresponding Oscillation in the Tonic.
Shew me the Sequence in. each Oscillation. •
Show me all the points in which one Oscillation
imitates the other. * The manner in which the
Bass of one Oscillation is lifted up into the Soprano
of another cannot fail to strike you. Now, notice
the change of key between the end of the fourth
section and the beginning of the fifth. "We have
said that it may be understood in two ways, with or
without an intervening chord in key C. If that
chord is not supposed then the Transition is one of
two removes from G, Minor Mode, to F ; in fact it

may be regarded as an OscUlation through the key
of C ; but note that it changes Mode and therefore
could not create a Sequence, even if wanted here,

96, minor Transition.—Simple change of key,
without change of Mode, occurs in the Minor just
asin the Major.—to Mrst sharp key.—Listen to il. 151 and study
the fourth section, *

II. 151. KEY D. G. A. Macfabren.
(From " Anglican Symn Book." By permission.)''"""
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—to First flat foj^.—Listen to il. 152, and study

the second and third sections. *

II. 152. KBT Or. Lady Thompson.

(From "Anglican Hymn Book," by permission).
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^^̂ =^=JMJj iiJj^^^mmh^I I I I Ml f n I I

iJjj JJJj Ji-JJ AA

iiii.jJiiijJ-^iJ

What do you otserve ? "A Sequence." Yea, a
Sequence rising direct from the prevailing key, hy
means of a sudden Transition of two sharp
removes. What is its effect on the mind ? " It, is

exciting. It seems to repeat the idea with a
stronger emphasis." Yes, but if the composer does

not wish to produce the effect of two flat removes
in returning, how is he to ^et hack to the original

key ? " Here he does it gradually ; he first takes

one flat remove, and then another." Yes, and in

both cases, especially the second, he introduces his

distinguishing tones without any marked promin-

—to Secondfill Tcey.—Listen to il. 164, and study
the beginning of th6 second period. [Note that

each of these periods has three sections]. *

II.
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not exciting." No, it expresses subsiding lather

than rising emotion. If the composer after this

wished to give the exciting effect of two sharp
removes he could have done so in his return ; hut
how does he return ? " Gradually, and without
appearing to seek Transitional effect." Yes, but
you must remember that sometimes the composer
seeks his effect in the return to the old key, rather

than in the departure from it.

98. Throe Bemovjs,—Transitions of three re-

moves are commonly associated with ModulatiOli.

The excitement of three new sharps is heightened
when a Modulation to Major is added ; and the de-
pression produced by three new flats is deepened by
a Modulation from Major to Minor. If you ex-

amido the Modulator you will see that the three
sharp removes change 1 into d, and three flat removes
change d into 1. The fact that the artificial domi-
nant ^"M of the third remove corresponds (except-

ing kommatio difference) with the Major dominant
of the other key—favours the use of this remove.—to Tonic Minor.—Listen to il. loo, and study
the first section of the second Period. »

II. 155.
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'
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Supposing this tune to be divisible into three
periods, notice the beginning of the third. What
is the Transition ? " It is three sharp removes,
and it is a Modulation to the Major." Yes, you
notice also a melodic Sequence, and the bright and
confident hopefulness of the effect. Observe in the
closing part of the tune yet another sharp remove,
probably intended to prepare for the solemn return
to the last key in the final close. Notice also that
this tune begins in one Mode and closes in another,
having the same tone as Tonic,—as is not unfre-
quently the case in more extended compositions.
It begins in G, L is H, and ends in E. For the study
of more distant removes see ".Stafl' Notation," p. 28
to 33, and " Construction Exercises," p. 154.

99. Analysis of - Uodulation.—It vvill easily be
seen that Modulation may be analysed under the
same seven points as those which are used/ in
analysing Transitions p. 56. We ask ourselves,

l8t,What is the JRemove of this Modulation f Is it

to the Major or to the Minor ?—to the Relative or
to the first flat or first sharp key ?—to the second
flat or sharp key ?—^to the Tonic Major or Tonic
Minor f—and so on. 2nd, What is the Faelor of
Modulation, what makes the new mode present to

the ear P—some distinguishing tone of the Minor ?

some habitual progression of chords characteristic

of the Minor .'—some Imitation, or a new comr
menoement ? 3rd, What is the Modulation chord ?

—on which chord does the ear naturally begin to
feel a change of mode ? 4th, What is the Extent ?

is it a Cadence Modulation, a Passing Modulation,
or an Extended Modulation? 6th, What is its

Selation i Is it Departing or Returning, Princi-

pal or Subordinate Modulation ? 6th, AVhat is its

Manner of Entry F—is it Gradual or Sudden Modu-

Mow to Observe Sarmony.

lationP 7th, "What is its Object?—is it Modula-
tion for Effect or for Convenience or for Prepara-
tion of Effect ? The following are examples, il. 14S
second measure. 1st, To Relative Major. 2nd,
s in first chord of the third measure. 3rd, The
fourth in the second measure, P. 4th, Extended
5th, Departing. 6th, Gradual. 7th. Effect. II
146, measure 8. 1st, First fiat minor. 2ud, Tran-
sitional Sequence. 3rd, ^L. 4th, Extended. 6th,
Departing. 6th, Gradual. 7th, Imitation. II.

146, measure 9. 1st, First sharp major. 2nd,
D in measure 9. 3rd, D. 4th, Extended. 5th,
Returning. 6th, Sudden. 7th, Convenience and
Effect.

Ex. 119. Analyse for chord and position ils. 126
to 131.

Ex. 120. Ditto, ils. 132 to 137.

Ex. 121. Ditto, ils. 138 to 142.

Ex. 122. Translate the following ils. into the
modem Minor (altering the key so as to place 1 or 1,

on the old pitch of d) and write the names of the
chords underneath 7, 8, 16,

Ex. 123. Ditto, ils. 21, 22, 25.

Ex. 124. Ditto, ils. 27, 29. 31.

Ex. 125. Ditto, ils. 37, 46, 50.

Ex. 126. Analyse, as in pars. 99 and 70, the
Modulations and Transitions and Transitional-Mod-
ulations and their returns, in il. 144, second section,

and il. 147, dose of third section, and, 148, second
section.

Ex. 127. Ditto, U. 149, beginning of third sec-

tion, and il. 150 fourth and fifth sections, and il.

151, fourth section.

Ex. 128. Ditto, il. 152, seventh measure, and
the same ninth measure, and il. 153, sixth measure,
andil. 154, eighth measure, and il. 155, fifth measure.

Ex. 129. Ditto, " Lord, in," Add. Ex., p. 33,

sc. \, m. 3 ; and " Rise, my," p. 33, m. 3 ; and
" Father," p. 34, sc. 2, m. 5.

,

Ex. 130. Ditto, "Harvest," Add. Ex. p. 40,

so. 4, m. 2; and " Away," p. 43, sc. 3, m. 2 ; and
"If I," p. 46, sc. 1, m. 2.

Ex. 131. Ditto, "How lovely," Add. Ex. p. 59,

so. 1, m. 3 ; and " Ye spotted," p. 83, sc. 4, m. 1

;

and p. 84, sc. 1^ m. 1.

Ex. 132. Ditto, " The stout limbed," p. 79, so.

1, m. 1 ; and'" The shepherd's," p. 90, sc. 1, m. 2,
and p. 90, sc. 2, m. 2.
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Ex. 133. A nalj-ee for chord, position, and in-

oidentalEf, ila. 143 to 146.

Ex. 134. Ditto, ils. 147 to ISO.

Ex. 135. Ditto, ils. 151 to 164.

Ex. 136. Ditto, "Lord," Add. Ex. p. 33;
" Rise my," p. 33.

Ex. 137. Ditto, " The stout limbed." Add. Ex.

'^'
' •,• See " Chord-Naming Examples," A and B, 43 to

THE TWELFTH STEP.

Ex. 138. Show the cadence rektions (as Ex.

101) of ils. 145, 147, 149.

Ex. 139. Ditto, ils. 163 to 166.

Ex. 140. Analyse as Ex. 106 " Bon Accord/'

Add Ex., p. 11; and "Hope," p. 12; and "My
lady," p. 21.

Ex.141. Ditto, "Nearer," Add. Ex. p. 34;

and " Hear me," p. 17 as far as p. 18, so. 1, m.

At this stage of the pupil's progress it is not

necessary for me to continue the conversational

and experimental style hitherto adopted ; neither is

there room for it. Besides, the subject to be next

treated has recently been so illuminated by the

discoveries of science, that an entire re-arrangement

of its Theory is necessary,—and even a dogmatic

exposition of this takes aU the room I can give to it.

100. Full Pulse Dissonance.—Professor Helm-
holtz has shown that dissonance in music arises

from the beating together of two adjacent tones or

their partials. What is called " heating " is really

a series of cessations of sound, the vibrations of

one tone " interfering " with the vibrations of

another, and preventing them from being heard.

The elementary principles of this subject have been

treated, with some care, above at pp. 4, 5, 6, and
should now be studied and tested again by the ear.

My tract on " Musical Statics " explains the matter

more fuUy. There are eight points which should

be observed in every dissonance when the student

wishes to master its nature and effect. 1st, its

Percussion. 2nd, its Degree. 3rd, its Accent.

4th, its Preparation. 5th, its Resolution. 6th, its

(Jhord Relation. 7th, its Interval from the Root.

8th, its Object.

1st. Fercussion of Dissonances.—The important
musical points to notice about the stroke of the

intruding tone, are first, into what chord it intrudes,

second, against what constituent of that chord it

beats, and third, what tone, if any, of that chord
it displaces. Thus we may describe a dissonance as

having its percussion " against the fifth of S, dis-

.
placing the third." The strongest resisting tones

are the roots of chords : the next are the fifths. The
dissonances which can be most freely used are those

which strike against the roots of chords, akd dis-

Sew to Observe Harmony.

place nothing. But besides these physical points

there is a point which stands in relation to taste

and feeling. In the act of percussion the proper

mental effects of both the dissonating and the

resisting tone are strongly asserted. These mental

effects are greatly modified in the Minor Mode by
the new chord relationship, and the new cadential

habits thrown around them, but they are not oblit-

erated. The pupU will be reminded of all these

circumstances when he answers the question,

—

what is the tone of the scale which dissonates,

and against what tone of the scale does it strike P

2nd. Degrees of Dissonance,—^A "partial," or

natural harmonic, is not a separate and independent
tone, but a small part of some ordinary complex
tone,—some tone, for example, of a reed or stringed

instrument, or of the human voice. It goes to

make up the quaJity, the colouring or Mang-tint of

a tone. These partials are found in various pro-

portions in the tones of most instruments. The
1st psurtial is the principal sound itself, the 2nd
(which in the violin is about one tenth as loud) the

octave of that sound, the 3rd (one tenth as loud as

the last) the octave fifth, the 4th (one tenth as loud

as the last) the double octave, the 6th the double-

octave-third, the 6th the double-octave-fifth, the

7th a little flatter than the double-ootave-flat-

seventh, the 8th the treble octave, and so on,

always decreasing in loudness. If two principal

tones, standing at the distance of a second (great

or small) beat against one another, that beating we
call primary dissonance. Thus,

—
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If two principal tonea stand at the distance of a

aeventii or a ninth, they do not beat against one

another, because they are too far apart for beats to

be heard. Thus, for example, if the two tones wore

delivered by large closed organ pipes, which have no

partials, no beating whatever would be heard.

But on most instruments and with the human voice

one of the principal tones will beat against the

second "partial" of the other, and that beating is

called sesondary dissonance. Thus,

—

II. 158. KEY D.
(r')

( :d' Id' :t

i r r T
If two tonea stand at an interval of a fourteenth

or sixteenth they do not beat against one another,

but one of them beats againsth the fourth partial

of the other (which is the double octave) this we
call tertiary dissonance. Thus,

—

IL. 159
(3)

KET E.

8
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ating tone, because it is really weaker, and more
difficult to hold. There are, however, some rare
cases, as in ils. 164, 173, 179, in which the intruder
does not come in, as usual, with a new chord hut
where it enters a chord already struck, so that
there is no donbt that the lower of the beating
tones is the chord tone, and the upper is the
Dissonance,—cases which are peculiarly treated.
In continuation at pp. 5, 6, the nature of
preparation is shown as one of the apologies
for the Disaonating tone, and the effect of
Horizontal and Oblique preparation is fully exhib-
ited in connection with part pulse Dissonances, pp.
69, 70, 71. But it should be understood that the
fact of a Dissonating tone having been heard as a
Consonance in a previous chord is not only an
apology to the ear, but a help to the voice in singing,
giving it firmnessand confidence. This is especially
the case with Horizontal preparation. Primary and
secondary Forestrokes, that is Dissonances having
a strong Degree and a strong Accent, nearly always
require this strong preparation. Afterstrokes,
even though they be Primary, are commonly
satisfied with Oblique Preparation. Unprepared
Forestrokes especially in the Primary Degree are
scarcely used, but even Frimary Unprepared After-
strokes are sometimes employed. In the case of
Forestrokes, besides observing whettier the prepar-
ation is Horizontal, Oblique, Upward ObHque,
Waving, or whether the Dissonance is Unprepared,
the analyser should note the name of the prepar-
ation chord, and the part of that chord to which
the preparation tone belongs. Thus, " A as Hoot
of D," or " as fifth of D." In the case of After-
strokes it is not necessary thus to name the
preparation chord. For a table of the signs and
symbols both of Forostrokos and Afterstrokes see
p. 74.

6th. Sesoluiion of Dissonances.—The Resolution
is the aesthetic end and aim of the Dissonance.
Tho ear is only disturbed for a moment in order
that it may the better appreciate the rest which
follows. The Eesolutions most satisfactory to the
ear are those which fallen the sweet Third of a
chord, and especially those which are received into
the most important chords of the key, the Tonic,
Dominant, or Sub-dominant. After tho 3rd of a
chord, the Hoot is preferred for resolution, and after
that the Fifth. Thus in describing Resolution we
may say " on third of D," or " on third of its own
chord S." It should be noticed that some Disson-

Mow to Observe Sarmony.

ances are resolved in the chord which they strike,

and others into some other chord. In the one case
we call them Self Resolved and in the other case
we say that they have outside Resolution. Those
uncommon dissonances, named above, which enter
a chord (waving or unprepared) after it has been
struck, are resolved upward; other Dissonances
naturally go downward. By this kind of analysis
we shall distinctly bring before our minds the three
successive chords with which every prepared Disson-
ance is connected,—the chord of Preparation,—^the

chord of Percussion,—and the chord of Resolution.

6th. Chord Selation of Dissonances.— As the
Resolution is the most important efiect of aDisson-
anco.andas its value is inproportion to theimportanco
of its Chord Relation,—it is well to describe the
place of a dissonance in those general terms of
Chord Relation which are equally applicable to the
Major and Minor modos. See p. 75. Thus we shall
not only speak of a Dissonance as movingfrom the
chord of R to that of S but as moving " from
Supertonic to Dominant," which latter phrase
would remind us of the corresponding Minor
Dissonance moving from Minor T to "'M.

7th. Interval from the Soot.—The relation of a
Dissonance to the Root of the chord into which it

intrudes is very important. Many peculiarities

of Preparation, Percussion, and Resolution arise

from this fact. It is obvious that the only possible
intruders into a Consonant chord must be 7ths,

2nds, 4ths, 6ths, and their octaves. Thus in the
chord of D the only intruders except chromatic
tones would be the 7th, t, 2nd, r, 4th, f, and
6th, 1 ; and in the chord S the only intruders
would be the 7th, f, 2nd, 1, 4th, d, and the 6th, m.
The effect of these intruders is mainly
influenced by the consideration of

what chord it is into which they in-

trude, but it wUl be useful to study
first the neccessaryconditionsinwhich
each one of them is placed, apart
from that consideration. This can be
done by keeping before our minds the
diagram at the side, which represents

in Roman figuresthe constituents of a
chord, and in Arabic figures the dis-

sonances which stand ready to intrude

into it. [In speaking of the Root
of a chord we always mean the apparent and
obvious Root. See pp. 2, 44. The Partials

or natural harmonics (parts of a tone) vanish so

6th
:

4th
:

2nd;

7th :

lard

1st

Yth
>-
lUri

1st
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fast in degrees of loudness, that they cannot be
regarded as models of a chord for co-ordinate
principal tones. They form nature's colourings of
a single tone but it is certainly unphilosophical to
call them nature's chord, unless you use the word
chord in a different sense from the common one.]

The 7ths are most ussd beoaueo they have the
best Percussion, that is against the Soot of the
chord, and the best Resolution, that is on the Third
of another chord, that other chord having its Root
a 4th above the last. They cannot be self-resolved

(except in two cases to be afterwards named)
because the 7th going downward would only fall

npon the 6th which is itself a Dissonance. 'These
7ths are so acceptable that even when Primary and
on a strong accent, they seldom need Horizontal
Preparation. Even a close Sequence of 7ths fol-

lowing each other pulse after pulse becomes accept-
able to the ear when Horizontal Preparation is

employed. Seeil. 196. The 7ths have commonly the
Oblique preparation, but they are very frequently,
whether as Forestrokes or Afterstrokes, quite unpre-
pared. It may be noticed that the 7ths introduce a
newThird(new sweetness) intothechord ; they make
a Third with the Fifth. This allows the Third of
the chord to be sometimes omitted. Our pupils
have been already rendered familiar with the prin-
cipal 7thsin use, that is, 'S, 'K, 'T, and ''^^M, TT,
tSE.

The 2nd3 (that is second tones in a chord, with
Primary degree of Dissonance) are so undesirable
that, with certain exceptions to be afterwards
named, they are scarcely ever used except as Passing
Afterstrokes. As they cannot displace the Eoot,
they displace th« Third and are self-resolved up-
wards. Their chief employment is in the Secondary
or Tertiary Degree, when they are called 9ths (not

2nda) even the 16ths being called 9ths. The 9th s

have in addition to the Percussion against the 3rd
a Secondary or Tertiary Percussion against the

Eoot. They displace the octave of the Hoot but
not the Eoot itself. They may be self-resolved

upon the octave of the Eoot, or they may have
outside Eesolution on the 5th of a chord whoso
Eoot is a fourth above the last. These 9ths are

frequently " coupled " with 7ths in the same chord,

in which ease they must always have outside Eeso-

lution, because the 7th can have no other, except

where upward Eesolution may be employed. In
these cases, as yet another 3rd (source of sweetness)

is added to the chord, the original 8rd (even at the

How to Observe Sarmony.

risk of ambiguity) is sometimes omitted. When
the 9ths are strengthened by the company of the
7ths they can be used either as Forestrokes or
Afterstrokes with various Preparation, but when
they are solitary Dissonances they have to be
placed in the secure, though prominent position of
Horizontal Forestrokes.

The 4ths have a good Percussion against the fifth

of a chord, which as a Resisting tone, stands next
in value to the Eoot. They have the best Eesolu-
tion, that is on the third of their own chord. But ,

on the other hand they displace the third, except in
rare cases when the third stands at a Tertiary
distance. For a double full pulse Dissonance in the
Primary Degree would be unendurable. Not only
so, but they leave the chord at the point of Per-
cussion without any sweetjiess in it, for unlike the
7ths they introduce no new third into the chord.
The Percussion is therefore peculiarly harsh, and
needs the strong Horizontal Preparation. But
having this,the 4th8 are freely used as Forestrokes.
As Aiterstrdkes they commonly have the Oblique
Preparation. Our pupils have already been ren-
dered familiar with the principal 4ths in use *S
and *Jf. They have also studied the coupled
Dissonance *'S, see p. 28.

The 6ths are peculiarly placed because they have
no Eesisting tone of the chord above them, against
which they may strike and then fall humbly dovna
to their Eesolution. In fact the 6th disputes the office

of Eoot, .and is itself an inverted under-third to the
existing Eoot. In speaking of Preparation and
Eesolution we have shown that theifcjyer of the two
tones is properly the Dissonance. If however, this
6th is to be treated like a dissonance (and not as the
Eoot of a chord, the old Sth being regarded as its 7th)
it must resolve upward. But there is a curious case
to be named afterwards, in which the dissonant 7th
is to be regarded as the' dissonant tone agaiast
which the 6th strikes and then resolves downward
on the displaced Sth. These abstract considerations
of what must occur to a Dissonance, when stand-
ing at any given interval from the Eoot will pre-
pare the student to study the new conditions Which
key relatioiiship throws aroimd it.

Sth. The Object of Dissonances.—The student
will soon notice that dissonances are made either
for convenience or for effect. If /of convenience,

it is to secure a stepwise flow of parts, or to bind
together chords which would not otherwise be well
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bonded (see pp. 4, 27) or to make unsonoroua

chords, Hke T«, see il. 60, p. 32, and il. 138,

p. 79, endurable for the sake of the Dissonance,

or purposely to dim the sonorousness of a chord,

see il. 137, p. 79, or to call special attention to one of

the principal chords of the key, the Tonic, Domin-
ant, or Subdominant. It is plain that a Dissonance

by its clearly marked melodic path does necessarily

call attention to the chord on which it resolves, just

as the harshly uttered "hark" calls attention to

some quiet sound which follows, or a comet directs

the eye to the part of the heavens in which it

disappears. In modern harmony everything tends

to establish these principal " chord-relations " (see

p. 3) in the ear. This is notably the case with

those Dissonances which are so very common and
which we have already studied, 'S and '^'^ calling

attention to the Tonic, while *S, *M, 'R, and
minor T call attention to the Dominant. If

the Dissonance is for effect, it is to develop the

natural and proper mental effect of the dissonating

tone, by the very circumstances of resistance and
pressure which surround it. The Dissonances of

effect aro commonly placed on a strong pulse, as

Forestrokes. The Dissonances of convenience are

-commonly found on the weak pulse, as Afterstrokes.
The smoothest, however, of the Horizontal Fore-

strokes, when in the Tertiary Degree can scarcely

be said to be introduced for any Dissonant effect.

The observer of Dissonances should carefully note

the object of the composer in introducing them.

101. Classification of Discords. — The object

of a classification is two-fold. First to help the

clear comprehension of the subject, and secondly

to help the memory of the learner. Both are

assisted if we can seize upon some groat ruling
principle which governs the habits and practices

we have to study. It is pleasant to find that the
great "enlightening fact" of key relationship, aa.

which our Tonic Sol-fa method is built asserts

itself here as well as in all the other departments
of musical study. The two sets of facts hitherto

relied on for the classification of Dissonances have
been the various kinds of "preparation" and the
various " intervals from the Root," referred to

above. But if we use the first we are immediately
puzzled by finding the same dissonances (the same
as to degree, percussion, resolution, interval from
the Root and even accent) prepared in different

ways ; so that this is a classification of preparations

only and not of discords. And if we use the

Houi to Observe Barmony.

second, we are met by another sort of difficulty.

The classification is misleading a,nd insufiicient. It

is "misleading" because it suggests to the student
that a 7th on ono chordof the key is as much used and
as valuable as a 7th on another, and leaves him to

imagine that 4ths on the Submediaut or Leading-
tone would be quite as allowable as a 4th on the
Dominant, which is not only not the truth but very
far from the truth. It is " insufficient," because it

does not give a clear comprehension of the chord
relationsmp of Dissonances,—andwehaverepeatedly
se'en that this aesthetic principle overrules in music,
aU other principles. It is only when we have the
apology of Sequence that certain Dissonances may
be taken on any chord of the mode or key. We
have noticed that a Dissonance calls attention, by
the direction of its path, to the chord on which it

resolves, and it would be contrary to the modem
principles of chord relation, thus markedly to draw
attention to any but the great characteristic chords
of the mode. We find then that the dissonances
most used and most acceptable to the ear are first

those which resolve on the Tonic (Major or Minor)
second those which resolve on the Dominant, and
third those which resolve on the Subdominant ; and
that if Dissonances are sometimes found resolving
on the chords of the Supertonio, the Mediant, the
Submediant, or the Leading tone, it is when these
chords can be regarded as substitutionary for the
greater ones. To illustrate this doctrine, let us take
the Dissonance of the 7th. The student mil soon
be able to verify the fact that the use or disuse
of this discord on particular chords of the scale

istobe accounted for entirely by their chord relation.

Thus, there is except in sequence, almost no 7th on the
Mediant, because it might suggest the relative Minor
and would be unmeaning ; there is seldom a 7th on the
Tonic or the Submediant because it would only
find the inferior resolution of the Subdominant,
and more seldom one on the Subdominant because
it would commonly resolve on the Supertonio;
there is often a 7th on the Supertonio because it

resolves easily on the Dominant ; and the com-
monest 7ths of all are those on the Dominant and
Leading tone because they resolve on the Tonic.
Under each of these headings (Tonic, Dominant,
and Subdominant Resolution) those Dissonances
are of most importance which resolve first, on the .

3rd, second, on the Sth, and third, on the Root, and
under each of these Resolutions those Dissonances
are preferred which make their Percussion first as
7ths, second, as 4th8, third, as Qths, or 2ndB, and
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fourth, as 6tlis. A fall amdj as far as the " Text
Book " aud " Historical Specimens " are conoerued,
an. exhaustive analysis of these Discords is given in
"Construction Exercises." "We have only room
here to study them in the commonest forms and
appearances.

102. Tonic Besolution. — The overwhelming
majority of all Dissonances resolve on the Tonic.

.

Not only are the Dissonances resolving on the
Tonic more than twice as numerous as those resol-

ving on the Dominant, hut some of them are twice

aa largely used as the most used of those which
resolve on the Dominant. It may also he noticed
that the numhor of those which resolve on the
Suhdomiuant or its substitute the Supertonic, is

quite insignificant compared with those which find

tiieir rest in the greater chords of the key.

—on the Third.—The principal of these are 'S
resolving on the third of D and ''^M resolving on
the third of Minor-Ti, (for which see p. 6, 7, 17, 31,

43, 76, 77, &c.) hut the 4th8 on D and on JOnor-^
have not yet been studied. Listen to il. 162, and
observe the fourth chord. «

li. 162. KEY D. Db. W. Hatbs.

d'
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We have ia the second-last chord a very unoommoa
Dissonance (r against d, moving upward) but as it

resolves on 3rd of. the Tonic, it is named here.

See what is said on sixths above, p. 93. Its complete

analysis is as follows :—First, '_' Against the 5th of

F, r against the octave partial of d." Second,

"Secondary." Third, " Afterstroke." Fourth,
" Passing." Fifth, " Upward ' on 3rd of D."

Sixth, " Subdominant to Tonic." We could

have the corresponding chord *JJ, but as plagal

cadences are not common in the Minor, (see p. 77,

il. 129) it is scarcely used. Seventh, " A 6th."

Eighth, "To introduce the effect of a rousing

dissonance struggUngagainstthegloomof the Plagal

cadence." [See Con. Ex., p. 146.] For the sake of

comparison it may be useful to place under the new
light we have obtained on the subject of Disson-

ances, the familiar 'S and ''^M.

Listen toil. 16,andnotice 'Sinthethirdpulse. *

It is first, "Against the Eoot of S." Second,

"Tertiary." Third, "Afterstroke." Fourth,
" Passing from 5th of D." Fifth, " On tho 3rd of

D." Sixth, "Dominant to Tonic." Seventh, "A
7th." Eighth, " To establish the key." Listen to

the same il., and notice the second-last chord. *

It is first "Against the Eoot." Second, "Secon-
dary." Third, "An Afterstroke." Fourth,

"Guiding preceded by the chord of F." Fifth,

" On the 3rd of D." Sixth, " Dominant to Tonic."

Seventh, " A 7th." Eighth, " For effect of f and
establishment of key." Listen to il. 28, and notice

the third chord where the Dissonance is primary
but well prepared. Listen to il. 25, second-last

chord, v/here there is a double Secondary Disson-

ance, well prepared. Listen to il. 26, second-last

chord, where the Dissonance is secondary against

the Bass, and primary as against the Contralto. As
it is unprepared the Dissonating effect is very
marked. See a strong case of this Dissonance pri-

mary and Unprepared ia il. 49. See it in il. 70, as

an Horizontal Afterstroke. See it as an Hori-
zontal Forestroke of the primary degree in il.

95. Listen to il. 128, and notice '"JK" in the

How to Observe Harmonji.

second-last chord. It is first, " Against tho Eoot."

Second, " Secondary." Third, " An Afterstroke."

Fourth, "Passing, as Eoot of M." Fifth, "On
Srdofi." Sixth, "Dominant to Tonic." Seventh,

"A 7th." Eighth, "To establish the key." Listen

to il. 130, second cadence, where this Dissonance

has Delayed Eesolution. See il. 138, second-ldst

chord where the Dissonance is primary but Hori-
zontally prepared. See also ils. 139, and 141.

—on the Fifth.—The pupil has already been
rendered familiar with' the principal chords which
resolve on the 5th of the Tonic. They are 'T and
iSJS. See p. 32, il. 60, and p. 78, il. ,135. These
chords sometimes resolve on ihe Dominant. [See

Con. Ex., p. 138.]

—on the Moot.—The Dissonances resolving on the
Eoot are 'D, and its corresponding Minor 'Z. Lis-

ten to il. 165, and study the second chord of the

second section. *

II.
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[See Con. Ex., p. 139.] Listen to the correspond-
ing Minor in U. 166, and notice the second chord
of the second section. *

II. 166. KBT D. Z is £.

1

n

d'

G.O.

1
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Here in ''*D we have three tones of 'S over-

flowing into D and eaoli seeking its natural con-

sonant Resolution, Only the Eoot is ahle to

withstand such an invasion, and that at a Secondary

or Tertiary distance. [See Con. Ex., p-. 140.]

Listen to il. 171, and notice the second-last chord

of the first section. *

IL.

d^
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103. Sominant Hesolution,—Next to ihe Tonic,'

the Dominant is the most important chord of the

mode, and therefore receives much of the attention

which Dissonances draw to their Eesolving
chord.

—on the Third.— The principal Dissonances
resolving on the Third of the Dominant are

already familiar to the student. They are '-K, pp.
26, 27," ils. 45 to 48,—Minor '2', p. 78, U. 132,— «S

p. 28, ils. 50 to 52,—and ^^''M, p. 78, il. 133, and p.

80, il. 141. The 6tha on,the Tonic also resolve on
the Dominant, hut 6ths (see pp. 93 and' 99) are

peculiar and rare. Listen to il. 173, and notice

the second chord of the second section *

(
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II.
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Notice, however, that its introduction is aided by its

waving in thirds with the consonant incidental 1

;

in fact it seems a case of two part harmony between
Contralto and Tenor accompanied by a continuous
Dominant. See pedal tones p. 108. Study the
seventh and fourth in il. 181. listen to the third
last chord. *

II.
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II. 184. KEY C. X is ^ G.O.

m
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progression not generally preferred; M R cor-
leaponding to S F in the major. [See p. 21.]

—on the Fifth.—There are no Dissonances resol-
ving on the 6fth of the Suhdominant, hecause it is

the same tone as the Boot of the Tonic, and com-
posers always prefer to use the Tonic.

—on the Soot.—^The ninth on the Suhdominant
Bdf-resolved may he studied in il. 187. *

1l. 187. Dr. G. J. Elvet.

dr
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In il. 189, second chord of second section, we have
'F witli outside resolution. Compare il. 187.

[n il. 190 we have the corresponding Minor '.K.

In il. 191 we have 'E in the Major mode,
self-resolved. *

II. 191. KEY G. G.O.

m
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$
»=i :*:^^^^^.

^^
rT r
J 1,0- LI J--mp^^

^^^^ei
107. Pedal,—^Wien the persisting or continuing

Tonic or Dominant extend teyond a single measure
they are called Pedal tones or Organ points. When
there is a Bass Pedal the other parts must necessarily

have good Bass apart from the Pedal. We there-

fore, in analysing, name the chords independently
of the Pe<£il tone, and place them in square
brackets to indicate that a Pedal tone is present.

Like the " persisting tones," the Pedal also should
begin and end in consonant Harmony. Listen to a
Tonic Pedal in il. 199, and to a Dominant Pedal in

U, 200. *

11.199. Ki

d' :t |1
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108. Ornamental Incidentals within a chord.

—

Incidentals are more freely employed when the
chord in -whioh they occur has already been struck.

This is especially the case when they occur in

coupled 3rds or 6ths, and when the chord in its

Consonant form is about to be struck again.

Examples may be found in il. 203. *

II. SOS. KEY C. G.O.
1 :t [d' :r' t :di |1 :t d'lr' |n'

d :-'
I- :- - :- |d :r in:f

f :- |3 :- 1 :- |s :-

f :- |m :- f :- |3 :- d :- 1-

D - 8D D F - DA - IF F 9*S S D -

•p p hff u u 2p

ni';r' Id'

1:- I-

d':- I-

1:- I-

d':t
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IB a pulse F" p. 65. But the analyser is not at

liberty to do this without writing over his analysis

"two as one" or "one as two," or to use this

liberty for less than a long phrase or a section.

110. Interrupted Besolutlon.—Listen to il. 204,

second section, second chord. *

II. 204. KEY r. a.o.

m
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THIRTEENTH STEP.

112. Chromatic Besolutlon.—A development of

the sub) not of Chromatics will he found on pp. 58,

69, and these paragraphs should he thoroughly

mastered hefore proceeding to the studies of this

step. On the theory that chromatics may, with
few exceptions (to he presently noted), be regarded

as Transitions nipped in the bud,—we shall seek in

each case for the Transitional Model ; that is we
shall find out what the threatened Transition is, for

it is the resolution which makes the Chromatic
effect. It is worth noticing that the chords which
are most used as the distinguishing, chords of

Transition, are also the chords most used with
Chromatic Resolution,—first, those from the first

sharp key shewing fe and re, next, those from the

first flat key, shewing de and ta, and next, those

from the third flat key, shewing la and ma.
After these we have chords showing ra with la,

whose nearest models are in the fourth fiat key.

Then chords with re and f in opposition and la and
fe in opposition, which, it is evident, cannot have
relation to any one key.

113. Chromatic re and fe.—^Tho tones fe and re
remind us naturally of the first sharp remove.
They occur together in the chords, f^'-'T, '"«^T,
''^^JRE, and as incidentals within the chord D. The
most natural interpretation of these chords would
he to suppose them the ^M, '"'M, or '5jB, of the
first sharp key (see the Modulator), and we should
expect them to he followed by X of that key, which
would he called Sf (not "M) in the original key.
Thus would be made a Transition (and if the
original key were Major, a Transitional Modulation)
into the first sharp key. But when instead of tha,t

the chord moves to some characteristic chord, like
s^M, 'sejif; xc, or Zb, of the original key we feel
that the Transition was only threatened and that
the ear has faster hold of the original key than
hefore. Listen to il. 205, and notice the second
chord f"er. •

II.
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Note that the Dissonanoo in the second case has
delayefd Resolution. Compare with the Chromatic
Discord on the Major Siiportonic in the . close of il.

101. Although the resolution is only delayed in
these cases the dissonance might have been simply
continued without any downward resolution, like d
in 'R il. 258. This we call Horizontal resolu-

tion. Listen to il. 207, and observe the first- chord
of the last section. *

It. 807. keyO. iis.,:^. Br. Clarke Whitfeld.

1
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THa chord maybe analysed eitlier as '""D, with

two "Waving Forestrokes within the chord of D (see

il. 226), or as """FEo, the d in hoth parts being

continued instead of resolved in the ordinary way.
We prefer the first interpretation and would regard

it as a model of ornamental Chromatic tones, run-

ning in couples. In either case the chord is Chro-
matic not Transitional, for it moves to the Tonic of

the original key. See two parts moving while the

other two parts stand, above in il. 203. Notice in

passing that the cadence of the third section is a
case of overflowing Dissonances, which reminds u.s

of ils. 169 and 170. It is not Chromatic like FE4
il. 103, pp. 53 and 59, hut a clear case of fiat key
cadence (p. 54). If il. 103 had its last measure cut

offi we should regard the cadence left as transi-

tional (^D), not Chromatic. If the a in the third

cadence of il/ 209, had outside resolution (on E. or

Hi) we should call it Chromatic. Compare Add.
'Ex.., p. 59, sc. 5, m. 1.

114. Chromatic de and ta.—These tones natu-
rally remind us of ^^ firstflat remove. Listen to

il. 210, the second chord of the last section. •

li. 210. KEY Et). Lh&G Sir J. Goss,

f^ rs from BEETHOVEif.

m
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II. 21i3. KBY C. G.O.

n
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^.
=f=$-rm

J^ j^,.j . J ,J
IT^^

Here is a chord resembling tlie last witK the excep-
tion that the 7th is sharp and not flat. This sharp
7th is not to ho found in the TraD^itional model,
but being a note of the original key it is easily
introduced. This chord does not suggest change of
key, but it suggests lineertainty of key, which its

Resolution instantly removes. It resolves on the
Minor Dominant.

115. Chromatic la and ma.—These tones natu-
rally suggest Transitional models in the thirdflat
remove. Listen to il. 215, and notice the first

chord of the last section. *

II.

ID
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It is '"F with its model in S (the Minor Subdomin-
ant of the third flat key) but instead of moving to

any chord of that key, it resolves into Do of the
original key. Listen agaia toil. 217, third chord. *

Here is ""U) with its model in the Minor Tonic of

the third flat key resolving Chromatically in the

Major Dominant of the original key. Listen to il.

218, and study the second and the fourth-last

chords. *

It.. 218. KEY Bb. G.O.

d :i

la,:3,.f,

rna:i

a :t,

""LA*
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the Minor mode ; that Submediant which is a Major

third below it3 Tonic. A corresponding chord on

the Major Suhmediant, which is made to be a Major

third below its Tonic, and which is also called the

Italian 6th (between la, and fe) may be studied in

il. 221, with two Resolutions, o

II. 231. KEY 0. G.O.

T d' :d' t :- a" d' :d' n' :r' d'

1, :1a,

fcLA

fe

d'

la
f«LA

^Is^E^:
-£> II-

I I

It has no Transitional model. Its fe suggests the

first sharp key, and its la the third flat key, but

the dispute is immediately ended by the Resolution

either into the Dominant or into the c position of

the Tonic of the original key. Listen to iL 222,

fourth last chord. *

II.
/ft

m
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*AA^J-*J^J^Jj.

Here more strongly than in il. 220, f with t asserts

the original key, and re the first sharp key, hut the

third position of the original Tonio immediately

asserts itself. Listen to il. 223, and in all the

chords which are there aaialysed except the last,

study other but far less common forms of the aug:
mented 6th. *
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Rhythmio-chorclal aceompaniments in m. 1 to 8, as
well as the Arpeggio accompaniments, m. 9 and 10
are felt by the ear aa only broken forma of sustained
chorda. JIf. 11 would be thus analysed

|
F :—: ''Sd.

p
The Mi. 13 to 15 are in the same style as m. 1 to 8,
only with greater rhythmical variety, and they
should be analysed in the same way.

119. Examples of Analyses.—^Afew examples
of rare or difficult analyses are here added, with
remarks on each case.

H. 228 is a case of Double (Tonic and Dominant)
Fedal, with pure two-part harmony above it. As
we do not analyse two-part harmony, the analyser
has only to place empty square brackets beneath the

II. 228. kbtO.
Giro Pinsdti's "A Spring Song.'

;r .m |r :n .f

:f, .s, |f, :s, .1,
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Il 231. KET E.

Calkin's "The chivalry of labour."

In il. 232, wo have a sequence of sevenths (see il.

196), the dissonances being first in the Bass, next
m the Contralto, and next in the Tenor. The m in

the first case and the d in the second are Out

dissonance^ the progress of the dissonanoo itself

being cut by a silence, while the resolutions are

regular. It has no interrupted resolution. The 1

in the third case is a dissonance with delayed reso-

lution, that is, passing as a consonance through
another chord. Notice that, in analysis, we do not
repeat the h, in such cases, but simply use the

continuation mark. Notice a case of Omitted Root.

See p. 44. The chord 'S is struck on the medium
pulse of the third last measure, and on the strong
pulse of the second last ; and as all the parts except
the Tenor are simple continuations we think that

the ear will regard 'S as the prevailing chord to the
end, and the tones in the Tenor as only ornamental
incidentals within the chord.

II. 232. KEY r. Macfarkbn's "Orpheus,
with his lute."
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In the Bass of il. 234 we have three cases of

Double Waving tones, that is, first a wave upwards
and then a wave downwards from the chord-tone in

the same part and in one pulse. In the third

meusure we have a case of " overflowing chord
"

something like those in ils. 169 to 171, but with the
chord struck first in its b position (displacing for a
time the root), an d moving to its a position at the
same time that the dissonances move to their

resolutions.

II. 234. KEY D. Haydn's "Summer."

t
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II. 236. KEY F. From Maofabhen's " Tho
C.t. Three Fishers."

f .3 :f .8 |1 .3 :l.»d'



APPENDIX.

PASSAGES PEOM LEADEiTG COMPOSERS AITALTSED AND EXPLAINED.

It is intended in the following pages to show the
application of the rules of harmony analysis in
unusual forms of discords and incidentals, to be met
with in the works of standard composers. The
student is recommended to refer to these examples
when difficulties arise.

II. 237.
KEY BIj.

li.S|.fi,m,:'ia,r.m,f

f,s.l,s:W,ri.A',r'

f Tl
p KL

2_p & w cn.p

p & hg

Handel.
"Theme Sublime," (TepUha).

.S|,l|:t|,d.r,t| d,r,pi,r :in

:g

:d

t,I,t,d':ri,d'.t,r'

s :f rn,r.d,t

S 'Srf D4 D
iye ^ p 2p&ii/e2p2w
w ^ p

In the first pulse, the third notes of the alto and
tenor, though notes of the chord, are not properly

, %ye-tones, because of the passing notes between the
first and third notes. The whole figure is stepwise

;

hence it is more convenient to treat aU the notes
following the first as foreign to the chord. The an-
silysis is, therefore, as above. This rule applies also

to the second pulse. When, however, this kind of
figure occurs in the bass (as in the fifth pulse) a new
chord-note gives a new position, and it becomes

, necessary to rename the chord, as in the case of
ordinsijry bye-tones in the bass. Observe also that
although in the last quarter of this pulse a secondary
chord (S4) is made out according to rule (p. 42),
no new chord is felt by (he ear, the alto and bass
figures being mere ornaments in the chord of D.

In the third pulse, the B| in alto is approached by
leap, and is therefore treated as a bye-tone. In the

Sow to Observe Harmony.

fourth pulse the fourth notes t| & tl in alto anil

tenor are bye-tones for the same reason. The fact
that these' notes occupy only a quarter of a pulse
does not make it any less uecessarj' for us to analyse
them.

II. 238. Handel.
KEY G. " When His loud voice " (Jephiha).

:- .s s :—
I
— :

—

:- .t, ni,r,d :t, .d |r,d.t, :d .i

:s .f ri,f.s :f .m |r,iii,f :n .i

3 .s

.d

.s

.m

Is

It.

If.s.l

!r,n.f

'Sc
Ivi a

ri,f.s

:n .r d,r.in

«Se 'So D D4
3p

;r .d lt,,d.r

Sep

-.d :r

n,,!, ;tj

d : ,

I, :

'L4y«

:

—
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We regard the chord of D as estahlished thrciighout

this measure, and the intruding notes as part-pulse

dissonances, notwithstanding that these mostly eccur
on the first part of the pulse, and that in pulse 3 they
are reaDy consonant.

CiKO PiNSOTi. " A Spring Song."II. 240.
XEY G-.

n ,r

1,

f

Do
cn. p

1, .t, |d .r

:m'
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II. 244. KEY E. Smart. " Nature's Praise."

d' .d' :t ,1

fe :- .r

1 .ml :r' .d'

a

1 .8

— 'D<!.D»—
B A

r .f ;m ,r

d .d :t, .t,

f .1 :s .f

:s, .8,

6S'S
'^'

2 hyts bye o
byt g

Looking at the first measure as a whole we see

that the "«E chord reigns throughout. Although,
Uierefore, the seventh is omitted in the heginning of

the second pulse, we do not rename the chord in its

consonant form.

Ii,. 245.
KEY C.

d'

8

n'

A. SulLIYAN.
"0 God, Thou art worthy."

8

f

t

1

«/

8 .f

'S
hye

m

a
di .d' d' .d'

This is an exceptional case, which violates all rules

of harmony. Its ?,pology is that the bass passage is

a."subject" which has been previously worked in

the other parts. The ear, therefore, bears its recur-

rence even though in striking dissonance with the

harmony above. The chief difficulty to the analyst

is in the f {4th pulse) which leaps upwards to d'.

As this note is evidently an intrusion we call it a

"bye-tone."

II. 246.
keyD.

1 .t |d'
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II. 245
J.

s :s
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In pulse 2 the context leads us to regard 'S as still

continuing, and we do not acknoTfledge Mb. In
pulse 8 &e d in soprano leaps to another note of
the chord, while the alto gives its resolution. "We
account for the irregularity hy the term "indirect
resolution."

II. 255. KEY Ot.

J. Babnby.
f
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III. 261. W. Maofaskbn.
EET D.

ID' :-lri

:-|f

[B

d' :t |ri

f :- IS

r' ;— in'

-;- I"

" Praise ye the Lord."

t :1 |di

n :— |f

d' :- ir'

EJ D* 9T* T4 'Di Db &o.
om

- ;— IB

:s |t

;— In

;- Id'

!— |8

om
A

S

d

1

t |1

- |r

- It

- |s

n :
I

d :
I

d' :
1

d !t, |1,

3

Another case of pedal, with a seq^uenoe in the

upper parts. The first and third pulses of each

measure have foreatrokes; the chord is defined on
the second and fourth.

IL. 262.

I
:ni
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ll

If

Id'

11^

266. KEY Q]j. Sfohb.

"Lord God of Heaven" {Last Judgment).

TAb TA4

n

t

><

h

Id'

\t

I-
- I-

TbSEijSJEe'

m

n

Xi

fe

- ire

- |1

- It,

h

This passage, read as a whole, clearly progresses to

a cadence in the lelatiye minor of the first sharp key.

The chord at pulse 7 is therefore not read as Dc.

Nor is it F« of tiie new key, for the 8th pulse proves

it to be lii. The f, pulse 9, is a chromatic in the

new key.

It. 367. KBY F.
C. FiNSUTi. "In this hour of softened splendour."

8





CHORD-NAMING EXAMPLES-PART A.

Arranged progressively according to Mr. Curven's " Musical Theory," Book V, and
"How to Observe Harmony."

Ex.



CHORD-NAMING EXAMPLES. PART A.

Ex.

n



CHOBS-NAMINa KXAllPLBS.—fAKl A.



CHOBD-NAUINe EXAMPLES. PAST A.

Et.



OHOKB-NAMING EXAMPLES. PART A.

Ex. 41. KEY G. Henry Pcrcell.

n



OHORD-NAMINQ EXAMPLES. PART A.

Ex

s



CHORD-NAMING EXAMPLES. PART A.

Ex.

t



CHORD-NAMING EXAUPT.ES. PART A.

Ex

s



CHORD-NAMING EXAMPLES.-PART B.
Arranged progressively, according to Ur. Cnrwen's "Musical Theory," Book V, and

" How to Observe Harmony."

Ex. 1. SET D. G.O.



CHOEB-NAMING EXAMPLES. PART B.

Ex. 11. KEY D. K.D.M.

B



ClIORfc-NAMING EXAMPLES. PART B.

Ex.
/TV

n



CHOED-NAMIKG EXAHPLXB.

—

VAwf B.

Ex.

n



OHOKD-NAMING KXAMPLES.—PAKT B.

Ex. 41. KEY G. Thouas Fdboell.

PI



CHORD-IfAlIINa EXAMPLES. PART B.

Ex. 49 KEY A. Dr. E. F. Eimbault.

d



OHOED-NAMnfO EXAMPIBS. PART B.

n



0B0RB.N4MING EXAMPLES. PAKT B.

Ex. 67. KEY D. C. S. Jbkyll.

d^
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